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ELECTROMAGNETIC AND STRONG INTERACTIONS OF HADRONS IN 
THE QUARK AND DROPLET . MODELS 
SUMMARY:-
The SU(3) quark model and the droplet model of hadrons are compared in terms 
of their predictions for hadron electromagnetic form factors and for the elastic 
scattering of hadrons. For this purpose, a high energy potential scattering 
theory is developed in Chapter 1 and a simple dynamical model of mesons as 
quark - antiquark bound states is developed _in Chapter 3. Some results 
derived in Chapter 1 are used to discuss the small and large momentum transfer 
variation of hadron - hadron elastic differential cross-sections in Chapter 2 
from the point of view of both models, Results obtained in Chapter 3 are 
used in Chapter 4 in the discussion of the nucleon electromagnetic form factor 
predicted by both models, 
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CHAPTER 1. Page 1. 
INTRODUCTION. 
Many current explanations (1-S) of high energy hadron-hadron strong 
interactions are ~upon the Glauber potential scattering theory. (6) 
Since the latter is restricted to small scattering angles but is often 
applied indiscriminately to experimental data covering a much wider 
angular region than for which the theory is strictly valid, it is important 
to investigate the kinematic and dynamic assumptions and approximations 
which lead to the Glauber result. For this purpose, a new derivation 
of the two particle hig~energy scattering amplitude is given, based upon 
a distorted wave Born approximation to the solution of the non-relativistic 
Schroedinger equation (Section A). This is shown (Section B) to satisfy 
the optical theorem and to reduce to the familiar Glauber small angle of 
scattering expression obtained from the W.K.B. approximation. In 
section C, express ions for the scattering amplitude, valid in the intermediate 
angular region and the large angle limit, are deduced. In section D, 
the Glauber approximation is investigated. Finally in section E, an 
analogue between Kirchoff's ·diffraction theory in optics and the Glauber 
scattering theory in high energy physics is given. 
,SECTION A:-
The solution of the Schroedinger equation -
<v2 + k2)"ff (.!] = U (~ '¥-' (!} 2m where U (!) =v V(!:) 
for the motion of a particle of rest mass m in a potential V(r) is 
"/1 (!L = J G (£,d U ~1) ~ (~~) d3 .! 1 where the free particle 
Green's function G{!:
1
d sati~fies (V 2 + k 2) G0 ~,C) = S (r_-.r1)and is given 
b r. ( 1) 1 ikJ r-r 1 y"'rr = -- e --' _,_ 4 7( 
l!:-r..•' 
j ¢ (!:•!') 
0
1 -1 e 
Consider the distorted wave-Green's function. G (I.,r = ""41-t {!-r' I (1) 
~ 1 . 
where "t'(!'.ltJ is the phase accumulated at r..by the particle scattered 
1 
at!.. . 
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for fixed scattering angle, the Glauber approximation worsens - the 
fractional error increasing - as the kinetic energy of the incident 
particle increases, tending to overestimate the scattering amplitude if 
scattering potential is attractive and to underestimate, if repulsive. 
The angular range over which the Glauber theory is valid should become 
, 1.j} t.. IYol 
smaller, larger the energy. However, if Sl n "2. L T , the 
fractional error remains very small. As expected, the approximation 
becomes exact in the small angle limit with only two body interactions. 
SECTION E:-
The approach to high energy potential scattering developped i.n the previous 
sections was prompted by the following analogue with physical optics: 
for high enough energies (frequencies) the De Broglie (photon) wavelength 
'is small compared with the range of the scattering potential (size of 
diffraction obstacle). Just as with scattering of light by dielectric 
media, the rays ofgeometrical optics (linear,according to the first law of 
refraction) are first traced and a phase and amplitude assigned to each 
point on each ray and these added if more than one ray can reach a point 
in space, so particles propagate along classical linear paths at high 
energies. The equivalence between Glauber scattering theory and 
the Kirchoff diffraction theory is mathematical as well as physical. 
According to Kirchoff's theory, the amplitude of the wave at a point, 
diffracted by a. sheet-like aperture of arbitrary shape, when plane waves 
of momentum~are incident is ik·~ 
"/-'( r;;) = *SA "f.,('lt,'i) ~-- c I+ c.mG) J-x J.., + 
where 9 is angle of diffraction, g the position vector of the point from 
( ~,y) on the wavefront of the incident wave (normal to ~ ) • The 
assumptions and approximations made are:_ 
1. K ~>'>I ~ the aperture is much more than k-1 away from the point 
and from the source of waves (the latter at infinity in this case). 
2. \ V ""'o (","f)l a. h-. the variation of amplitude over one wavelength is 
very small. 
3. "Yc<.x.,'l)and VVo =0 over obstructed parts of the wavefront and have 
values over unobstructed parts which they would have in the absence of 
the obstacle (St. Vernant's Principle). Thus "Yo andVl'oare assumed 
discontinuous at the obstacle's edges (obstacle completely black). 
. i 
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Assuming diffraction angle is small, <:os e ~ I 
•L 
5 
) iW • ~ I l 
~ ( ~) ~ ~ '"\jl~ ( ~~~ J2.. - - d'lt. ~'I 
'1..11"' 1'1 R 
By Babinet's Principle, this is the amplitude {apart from sign) of the 
disturbance at R due to an opaque obstacle of the same shape. 
For circular symmetry, J ')(. d'f = J"-1 where b "L = -x. ..,_ + 'I '1.. 
Also ~ = ~ + g where !:. is position vector of point from centre 
of obstacle. 
1-(.r-k.\:, :.k·r - - - -- since by assumption Wave ls 
incident normal to obstacle . R-' ::. \r-\,r'· ~ r-' w~en r'>">b. 
ik s )-' i ~·! · · "// ( t) ~ - ~o-( b. r.¢ · d "-b .• • "1.1( - - - f (lr, 61) r-1 .12; h.-
I 
and k is the wave vector of the diffracted wave. 
~·t" - - == '\. · ~ + ~ · ! ~ ~ · ~ when & is small f ( k,C) ~ ~ S "l'o(~)-4t '~·!! d-a.b 
~~ - -
. ' Consider the disc shaped obstacle as a circular thin slab of absorbing 
inhomogeneous dielectric with reflection coefficient R = R C >x.a"f) -= R ( ~) 
absorption coefficient 1\ ~ 1\(l,}and transmission coefficient T -::: -r C ~) • 
Then continuity of the wave at the surface implies R+R+"T' =I. According 
to the Kirchoff theory, there is no backward scattered wave as the 
inclination factor l+c.os9=0 for e = 1't' 
A = I -1" 
For an incident wave of unit amplitude, the amplitude of the absorbed 
wave is l-i and thus "Yo C k) = 1- T (~) . b 
a • f ( k I & ) ': ~ J ( I - T ( 2)) ¢, !: •- J "Lk 
The Glauber expression for scattering at high energies when many partial 
waves enter significantly is f G- ( k • Q) ::. ~ S ( 1- ~ i 'X.£.~)) ~ i 1-· ~ J 'l~ 
where bk-= ...Q.,..'h .. 
where 5()) is the partial wave 5 matrix. Thus the correspondence is exact. 
For the usual exponential attenuation through grey disc, thickness a· 
''Yo ( ~) = .c2.- ~ (I:,) '2. 
1-q ~ol :. \ -;~I ::. J! 4-- J3~ ~ 13 · 
assumption l above implies 
if disc is very black, ca J3 ~..,. I 
: .. a.k -:>"':> I 1 c:.. ~. the high energy 







The quark and droplet models of hadrons are compared here in terms of their 
predictions for high energy hadron-hadron strong interactions. The 
·impact parameter formulism for multiple scattering is reviewed in Section ---A and applied to point particles (no structure I as far as strong interactions 
are concerned). finitely and infinitely composite particles. In Section 
8 1 the Chou- 1Yang model is described. The multiple quark scattering model 
and its applications are discussed in Section C. A modified version of the 
Frautschi- Margolis infinitely composite model of proton-proton scattering is 
given in Section D. In Section E I the physics underlying the quark model 
of hadron scattering is analysed in detail and applied to elastic proton-proton· 
scattering in the asymptatic limit of infinitely high centre of mass energies. 
Comparison is made with the droplet model. 
SECTION A: 
Elastic scattering data can be interpretated as approaching a regime at high 
energies where the differential cross section becomes independant of s and 
only a function oft{ S and tare the Mandelstaum variables: s = (P,-tP-..)"'·, h:~.-P:) .... 
where P,, P ... are the 4..- momenta of the two incident particles I P.' the 4.- momentum · 
of the scattered particle. This behaviour is reminiscent of the classical 
scattering of waves by opaque obstacles. Furthermore I the structure seen 
in the cross~sections (dips I changes in slope in different ll:j regions I etc.), 
have similarities to the scattering of fast nucleons ey nuclei I where multiple 
scattering effects are known to be important. Thus 1 it is natural to exploit 
these similarities by using a formulism rJ. arialagous; to nuclear scattering I -that is I the impact parameter formulism. At high energies I where many 
partial waves contribute to the scattering I the discrete partial wave sum 
for the scattering amplitude .f C k • t'l) 
00 
:f(k,O) ~ 1,.o ( z..Q.-t) c:te.Cic) P4. ceoso) (1) 
can be replaced by an integration over impact parameter b defined by 
\:, k ~ .J2 + 117.... (2) 
It is convenient to deal with the amplitude 
F ( k'1 k) = -i. f ( k ~ ~) -,- k - (3) 
where f(k~~) is the centre of mass scattering amplitude and k the momentum of a 
particle in the centre of mass frame. 
section is 








The scattering amplitude F can by represented by the two~·dimensional Fourier 
transform f C~'t ~) -= F ('}) :: C "l..'ll'Y' S J,_~ ~·"=:·~ ( 1- sc~)) (5) 
j'l.~(b) I 
where S ( ~) = ~ is the partial waveS matrix and '\. ~ ~- ~ 
is the momentum transfer ( L-~ -?). If S is independant of azimuthal angle r$ 
then F («\.) "" f(q_) = s: J"o ( bq.) ( r- S (~)) b J.b 
SCATTERING OF A STRUCTURELESS PARTICLE BY A POTENTIAL. 
If a structureless particle of velocity v is scattered by a potential V(!), the phase-
shift ~ C~) is, at high energies, given by co . "' 
1. ?,C~) = - ciivt'£~ VC ~ + k7.J J2 (G) 
1\ I 
where k a unit vector parallel to h (or 1:!+~) defines the '2. axis. 
SCATTERING OF A STRUCTURELESS PARTICLE BY ANN PARTICLE COMPOSITE PARTICLE. 
1\ 
For N fixed scattering centres located at ~·-::: k-zj .,. ~) where ~~ ls the transverse 
( b. rj) coordinate vector Sj: T , the wavefunction of the incident particle accumulates 
phase from .each of the scatterers according to ( 6) • Thus 
s c b) -==- ~ .. f,., ~j < ~- !~) -=- r:i e.; l ~.; 'b- ~n (7) 
. ., ... l 
The· amplitude· for the scattering of .the incident particle by the .i t:h sub particle is 
from (s). . i . b i 2 ~l c L) 
F~ C~) : C -z.il')-' S J~~ ~ ~- ( 1...;. .Q. . ) 
The two dimensional inverse Fourier trans.form of ~('!.) (called the profile function) 
•is r~c~) -=- ('2.'i1')-'S.il~a:-''}·~ F~C~) 
Then the completeS matrix for the scattering of anN particle composite 
1'1 
is sc~) ~ n. ( 1- rj ~~l)]' ·(8) 
The expansion of this product leads tGoubet's multiP,le scattertn,g expanSion. ·If the 
scattering centres are not fixed, as in cemposite bound states sucfi as nuclei, 
· the internal motion of the scatterers must be taken into account. The assumption 
of a short collision time, allows mere averaging of their motion by taking an 
expectation value of S (h) for the ground state of the particle •. If independant · 
particle motion is a reasonable approximation. 
( t. t 5 <~)l i.) = [2, S ,:P~j PH~i) c 1- r~c ~- ~.i)) (9) 
~here P3 (!:_~) is the probability density for the~~ particle at !:~. If all 
the scatterers are the same and the spatial extension of n (b) is small compared 
to the distances over whi.ch Pi (~) changes appreciably. 
111 
. L_ ~ \ S Cb)' t) -:: ( l- ~ F (o) 0. q~)) . (10) 
where F (o) is the average forward (,.=o) amplitude for an individual scattering 
and the two dimensional density 
. D c ~') = S d -z. p C ~, ~) (11) 
is a measure of the interacting matter encountered by the incident particle 
passing through the system at impact parameter~ In " (to)) p= Np; is the 
. . 
total density of interacting matter. For a large nucleus (or in the droplet model 
of hadrons) the approximation of f ind.ependent of N as .N .=, ~ is legitimate. 
., 
i 
then (10) becomes <.. i1 sck)l L) 
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_ ·t:n' F (o) 0 C b) 
~ 
SCATTERING OF ONE COMPOSITE BY ANOTHER COMPOSITE PARTICLE. 
In this case, the S matrix is generalised to 
s c k) -= .n .rr [ , - '"",i, c b .... ~l - ~~ )J 
.l::. I l':.l 
(12) 
where t;i, (b) is the profile function for scattering for constituent j in one 
(13) 
.. composite by constituent l 1 in the other. If we view hadrons as extended 
objects made up of finely divided interacting hadronic matter, then N...:>f eo, 
I ~ .J.. 
N ;.:oo,w and 1H• ~ N~'. Then the first non-trivial term in the expansion of S (b) 
is the sum of all single scattering terms in (13). We obtain 
1_i. $, (~) = - k ~e S d 1.1' D ~ C ~-1•) Ds C ~~) (14) 
where k'~is a complex interaction parameter for the propagation of composite A 
Do ~'· 
through composite Band A)06 are two-dimensional densities of interacting 
matter defined by (11). The multiple scattering se:des can now be exhibited. 
Defining :f ( ~) = - ( 1.1r')-' S ~ '"~ ll-' ~. ~ L ~ ~ C ~) (IS) 
then f ( fl =- f(~) - f! .f Cq_)~ fC~) + t! fCi)® :fC~)(f)fl'!) --·····: (16) 
where f(~) <g :fC~) :: ('1.1T")-' S J1.~a f-C'!•) fC~-'}·) 
SECTION B. 
(I) ("1) 
The model of Chou and Yang and the earlier models of Wu and <Yang and Byers · 
~ . 
and ''¥ang are based on the idea of hadrons as extended objects whose 
ability to interact is given by a well defined density 0 (b) 
0 ( ~) ::: ( 'l.'ll' )-I f d '1.. «! Q..- i 1: A\! F E ( '1.) == ( F E ( t.) > (17) 
where fe is the electromagnetic .form factor of the particle. Noting 
( F ~ f ~) - L F~) ~' ( F EG) 
then ~4) becomes 1. i b ck) = - k A& /... F ~ f G~ > (18) 
Using the analogue with the optical model in nuclear theory, k',._6 was taken to 
be real and independant of energy, corresponding to a pure imaginary phase shift 
S (b) induced by a purely absorptive medium. Their amplitude is thus en 
asymptotic one. the first term being, using l1S),(l6) and (18) 
f ( tt.) = k ft G f: F ~ 
For particles with spin, there is some ambiguity as to what electromagnetic form 
factor to use. Chou and Yang choose the electric charge from factor for 
. . E F" 
proton-proton scattering. If the scaling law F f' -::. tf , where F ~, f ;;'. t' 
are the electric,magnetic form factors and anomalous proton magnetic moment 
respectively, is obeyed,then this choice is arbitrary. However, recent 
experimental evidence (
4
) suggests that the law is broken or that the electric 
and magnetic charge densities may be different,which is difficult to understand 
in a droplet model where the distribution of magnetised matter follows the 
charge matter distribution. Clearly, exchange currents must be present as 
well. Chou and !Yang showed that the calculated electric charge form factor 




as large as '2..0 (&o..V/c..) 7.• However, if further experiments confirm the results of 
ref (4) it would appear that their choice was wrong. Since the conjecture of Wu 
and ·Yang (see Section D) involved the electric charge form factor, scale 
breaking would imply that the magnetic charge form factor is more relevant, 
. although their prescription (l7) remains valid. Durand and :rapes· {S) 
calculated the asymptotic differential cross section for p-p scattering, using 
a dipole form factor for the proton. This shows deep diffractive minima at 
aboutll:l=l·?> and~·~(Gr11V/c.)~ Using a complex constant k",removes these dips. 
Within the framework of this model, the deep minima are expected to become 
more and more visible as the incident energy increases, although if the 
ratio of forward imaginary ·part of amplitude to real part vanishes slowly 
(e. g. (lossf 1 ), the approach to this behaviour may be slow. 
SECTION C:-
·The quark model differs from the droplet model only in that instead of letting 
N, 1'4'~ oo in equo (13) above, we take tJ = N': 3 , corresponding to the 
fundamental triplet model of Gell-Mann and Zweig (G). Taking the diagonal' 
matrix element of S (b) in equ ((9) leads to form factors which are either 
·assumed Gaussian in the 1,.- momentum transfer or of dipole form or are 
deduced from shell model or harmonic oscillator wavefunctionso The quark .. 
quark elastic amplitudes are either assumed gaussia·n in the 4- momentum 
transfer or are deduced from the observed differential cross-sections in the 









(interacting particles are represented by circles, bars represent possible 
interactions) 
This ambiguity has not affected the conclusions drawn by various workers but 
the freedom of choice in ascribing the scattering either to form factors (point-
like quarks), quar){-quark amplitudes (quarks non point-like) or to both means 
little can be deduced about quarks themselves which is not model dependant. 
The presence, sometimes, of a large number of freely adjustable parameters 
makes a crucial test of the quark model of high energy scattering impossible. 
Forproton-proton scattering, all applications of the quark model are successful 
in reproducing the sharp break in the slope of the differential cross section at 
' ' 
l t:-1 ~ IC~f' but only at the expense of giving a strong momentum transfer 
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dependance to the phase of the quark-quark amplitude and therefore, from the 
additivity rule, to the phase of the proton-proton amplitude itself. Alternatively; 
the slope of the quark-quark scattering amplitude may be assumed real, instead 
of complex, which gives the phase momentum transfer dependance, but then 
the ratio of real to imaginary parts of the forward scattering amplitude must be 
put equal to one, contradicting Coulomb interference experiments. Otherwise, 
deep diffractive minima are obtained which are not observed experimentally. 
Although multiple scattering analysis of proton-deuteron scattering(
7
) seems to 
require a similar dependance of the phase of the nucleon-nucleon amplitude oh 
q, at least at low momentum transfers, this is probably due to the neglect of 
spin dependance which might prevent amplitudes from going through zero 
in the region of destructive interference between singly scattered and doubly 
scattered particle amplitudes. However, the presence of a break rather than 
a dip (as observed in proton-antiproton and pion-proton elastic scattering) 
is not due to the possible spin dependance of the quark-quark interaction 
. . (~ 
as the complete minima persist when spin is included in the calculation. 
Hence the unique sharp break in the proton-proton elastic differential cross-
section remains problematical for the quark model. The dip is not a result 
of the proton containing.more than 3 quarks since the zero in the differential 
cross section persists when more than three subparticles in the proton are 
considered. It may be, howeverdue to the symmetry of the proton wavefunctlon 
i.e. an antisymmetric wavefunction demanded for Fermion quarks might lead 
to the zero being filled in, although this would necessarily result in at least 
one zero in the proton hadronic form factor which might prove awkward.Thirring(l
3
) ) 
. . .... '\.) ... :'\ .... ") - fl~(c-,1. .. ,,:- .. ti 
has suggested the antisymmetric "Y--("".,r ... ,(',) =- N C "• -<"~ ( r'\. _'(J ... J (r, -'"• ~ . 
. ~ ~ (14) 
for ground state of nucleon which has a node at '\.. =- 1'1'·1-ll P • . Despite 
its correct symmetry, this wave function still gives rise to deep minima, instead 
of a shoulder, unless ~[fp)] is comparable with CJff<o)] (l?) Alternatively, the 
effective quark-quark amplitude may not be purely Gaussian. 
Mention should be made of the Durand and Lipes calculation in this context. 
The zero in the differential cross section, which results when the interaction 
constant k,.,(see equ. 18 Section B) for f»·P scattering is taken as real, 
corresponding to a pure imaginary scattering amplitude at all momentum transfers, 
was filled in by including a real part in the amplitude ( and in k .... ). They found 
also that when spin dependance was included, a minimum in the P-f polarisation 
near I tf ~l·'l(':")?esulted due to the presence of this diffraction zero. This has 
been confirmed by polarisation experiments at S" §:!!1(
9
). So while this implies 
'-
a spin dependance in proton-proton scattering (singly and doubly scattered 
protons having nearly opposite spin orientations when scattered in equal I 
measure}, when this is taken into account, the quark model still predicts a 









The conclusions of various workers as to the structure of the proton are as follows. 
n~ . 
Shrauner et al conclude that particle number of two or four is ruled. out by 
the scattering data whilst a number of three gives a very good fit to the data, 
This is confirmed by the results of lhr:rington and Pagnamenta (lO) and 
Wakaizumi (ll). Others obtain opposite conclusions : Kofoed-Hansen (lG) 
and Cromer (l7) both find that the infinitely composite model is preferred •. 
The reason for this divergence is ~s followso The two unknown parameters 
(which cart be independantly varied) in any composite model of hadron-hadron 
scattering are the ratio of the ·real to imaginary parts of the sub particle -
sub particle elastic scattering amplitude and the ratio of the slope of this 
amplitude to the strong interaction form factor slope for the composite. If 
one is given an arbitrary value, then so can the other. The small angle data 
are rather insensitive to the choice of parameter values, although the latter, 
once fixed, determine.:! the large angle behaviour of the differential cross section 
uniquely. Clearly large angle scattering would be a better test for distinguishing. 
be~e~n the droplet and quark models, but the Glauber theory is not expected 
to be valid at large angles so that comparison of the models' predictions is then 
not trustworthy. If some theoretical constraint on quark scattering 
amplitudes and/or hadronic form factors, either for small or large momentum 
transfers, could be made, the fitting of the quark model to the data could 
be done unambiguo.usly and a crucial comparison with the droplet model would 
become possible at finite energies. At infinite centre of mass energies (forward 
scattering amplitude pure imaginary), both models give similar diffractive 
patterns, the first and second diffraction zeros occurring at values of momentum 
transfers which are predicted to be respectively the same almost in both models •. 
For the third zero, the droplet model predicts its occurrence at about HI= ~·' (GrQV/c.) .... 
The quark model however leads to no zeros in the triple scattering region 
provided that Krisch's plot of present proton-proton scattering cross-sedions 
is ·truly e.nergy independant, so that it remains valid at infinite energies. 
Otherwise a diffraction zero is predicted at about the same value of the 
momentum transfer as the droplet model predicts. Although th.is in principle 
would enable a test to be made between the two models, very sensitive 
counters with high angular resolution would be needed at the very large 
energies where diffraction minima might be observedo It should be noted 
that these conclusions are valid for Gaussian quark-quark amplitudes and 
proton form factors only. If this restriction were relaxed, there would be 
even more freedom within the models, making it more difficult to choose 
among them. Using the parameter values, obtained in fitting either quark 
. or droplet models to the experimental data, to predict values of total cross . 
sections, breaks, dips and angular variation of the "differential cross section 
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in other reactions would test for self-consistency withi~ each model but could 
not be made to test one model against the other for~t is assumed that all 
hadrons are made up of the same sort of hadronic matter (this must be 
assumed for predictions to be model independant) then comparison with the 
droplet model would be possible only at infinitely high energies, assuming 
the Pomeranchuk theorem for particle-particle and p rticle-antiparticle 
total cross sections, which implies that hadronic and antihadronic 
matter properties are asymptotically identical. Thus the present evidence 
leads to the conclusion that the number of constituents in the hadron, whether• 
baryon or meson, cannot.be decided on the basis of strong interactions, 
though indirect evidence (total cross section sum rules, strong decay rates, 
etc.) favours the quark model. 
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THE FRAUTSCHI-MARGOLIS MODEL AND THE WU. .... YANG CONJECTURE. 
The Pomeranchuk or vacuum trajectory occupies a special position in the 
hierachy of Regge poles because (i) it is the highest lying trajectory 
. . (ii) its slope seems abnormally small <~',.c~~o.c~-o .. ~(,.o.\ljcf-). (iii) it is 
doubtful whether it is a Regge pole because of the lack of Regge 
recurrences. The Chou-~ang model of high energy elastic scattering 
of hadrons makes a clear distinction between diffraction, which involves 
exchange of the quantum numbers of the vacuum between colliding 
particles, and the exchange of other quantum numbers - it contains a 
degenerate Pomeranchuk trajectory of zero slope. Alternatively one may 
assume the Pomeranchuk to be a normal Regge pole with normal slope 
but that multiple scattering corrections are important. The observed flat 
trajectory is then a conseq~ance pf approximating the multiple scattering 
seri€s by a single Regge pole amplitude. This viewpoint is taken in 
the Frautschi-Margolis (F-M)· model (1). Starting from 'the Glauber small 
angle of scattering expression for the scattering amplitude -
:f ( 't-) ::. t {,"" Jo ( b,_) ( 1- e. i ')(.(~)) b J b (1) 
where the normalised amplitude satisfies ~ .... = ?llfCq.)f~ the 1\ th' · order 
multiple scatteiing contribution to the diffractive amplitude is given by 
the 1"\th term in the series formed by expanding 
powexsof X.Cb):-
tlO 
i "(.(~) . . 
~ in ascending 
f C~) - L fn (1\-) 
n::.l with f ... given by 
fi"\Cq,) -= -~Seo ~x"c")""!o(bq.)bJb 
o nl 
• • -"1\"1. 
and :f,Cq...) given by the Born approximation f,(q,) = ICe. , where at high energies 
c.= c• and (. >o. Since their model is based on the small angle of scattering 
approximation (1), their results should, strictly speaking1 be compared only 
with small angle of scattering data, in particular, their predictions for large 
momentum transfer diffraction scattering should be meaningful only in the 
asymptotic energy regime. For purposes of testing the multiple Pomeranchuk 
exchange mechanism i.e. to see whether exchange of the P trajectory alone can 
account for the observed exponential dependence of elastic differential cross-
'h. 
sections oriiU wherelt:l::~at currently available laboratory energies, it would 
appear to be more appropriate to start from a general scattering angle expression 
for the scat:tering amplitude. Th.en, the large ltl prediction can be compared 
-JI:fVt. . 
with present data. It is then found that while the ~ behaviour is retained, 
within the limits of the approximations made, the detailed dependance of , 
I 
the predicted differential cross~section on I t:l gives, assuming the Wu-~ang 
conjecture (2) for the largelt:l proton electromagnetic form factor, a rather 











poor fit of the form factor to the SLAG data. . .It should be noted that Wu and 
Yang's speculation was for the large angle (not large lt:l} P-P differential 
€. 14 cross section to be proportional to \ F co (J) and so can be applied to high 
(but finite) energy P-P scattering. Oscillations are found in the differential 
cross section calculated for finite (but large) centre of mass energies which 
.are not observed in the large angle data nor in the proton form factor. 
These occur in the fixed large angle differential cross section as a function 
(3) J -~ 
'of centre of mass energy as well, violating the Orear formula s fn =At. · 
where f\ '\, are constants, although the predicted energy dependence may be 
weak enough to be consistent with the data in the currently available range 
of energies. 'l'hese discrepancies are discussed. It should be noticed that 
infinite order multiple diffractive scattering. is characteristic of hadrons 
regarded as droplets as opposed to finitely composite objects so that the 
results described above for P-P scattering should be characteristic of the 
' . 
Chou-Yang model if aU orders of scattering are considered, the "th 
' . 
term in the expansion of (1) being the sum of all contributions from n 
particles in the droplet. 
From Section C, equ .. (15), of HIGH ENERGY POTENTIAL SCATTERING THEORY; 
the general scattering amplitude for elastic P~P scattering is 
F{S,'\;t) :. FCs.l:) ::: fit C 1- ~)-' S .JZ.i\·~ ( 4-(J..X -~i"'() J~~ 
;: i. (1-'..LY' S.,oa To( bl~l''1-) ( q_l.t'X._.Qyx .. ) J ... ~ 
- L(l-~Y' s: J'.,(~\1;\'!1.) fo (."(~'\"-!) '(." \,J~ 
~ n J. d s ~ ...,... 0 1 t= ( '• f:) ..... - ~ S eo J o C b I~\ 'h) f ·," 11\ b J b 
., 1'1::0 " • 
Writing the single scattering (lbrn) amplitude as _ .1L 
F ~ ~ ... = i c. e,.t- aivC!.s ')(.. ::. ~ e ,. .... • .., . .J 1\ o<oGL ~ 
· ~ I ... .t ..1-· ( c1 )"~' " 
frO~ WlJj.Ch ,: ( s,t;) -:. I C. n:l ~ • 1\,1\l, , - ~Ill . .Q.t ~II] [) .::, <:..f21L 
_ tc.. "i:. .JZ.~p[ .,1:/rt ., i1T(11-1) + (n-t)I~O- l•:sn -'le-an,+ \0'5 1-4 , 
- """' for large angle scattering (large momentum transfer scattering when centre· 
" . ) t' \ . s-oot - n 
of mass momentum is large}, the scattering amplitude.: l•rn F l's,t:- • No'"~ '"" t·<~. -
.-. ,.t.....,l oL ... 
F Cs,l::) l~-'IIOJ i C. <[ ..12.~ (' [ ~ + itT (n•t) ..- ( 11A) 1.,~ 0 - lo~ n !] 
. 50) -;5-(-.c)J n:hl . ~( ) - 111At'(.,c.. ... ( \'tl' -t-lo~()) ("'t.-1)- lo~ r (lt-1t) = I C ' .e. .c. I "" ue. .._. -
then 
since large angle scattering is dominated by higher order (large n ) multiple 









f (,,t') 1-;r ... ic ,-1f.,al:- J'11f [ 1 + -4rf ( -{ctf:-lo-,(-«l-)]
11
4] ~'l(or-(l+ ~))(-2.t:lo,(1l-))1' 
~ '1. lo~"(~Qt) . 1 L: lo3(-•t' j 
-r I.,~ o ,.-.,.; I ) .(!_Y' ~ [-t Qt lo~(-ql)l't.,. 'V 
I~~~.., ~ I H..... . 
lo~ (-a~) .....,.• 
FCs.l-' .-v ..., • C. r -.1!"'!:.,1'/lf 'l'lCf [- (-1.~1:-lo~(-o.t))"'J 
~ • -, lti..,.cot A.l L l.l.,,(-atJ 
The Pomeranchuk exchange amplitude for elastic P-1' scattering is 
..5::... ( _., n: ell "\ ( ..2..) J..- I 
, ..,.., Q. +I} Se 
S1n11d.. - i 







with r:J.. ( o) '= I , assuming asymptotic constancy of total scattering cross-section 
, 
(no exotics in the direct channel), and cJ. Co) '4: 0 , in view of latest 
Serpukhov data(
4
) on high energy elastic f'-P scattering, which indicates 
considerable shrinkage of l'-(' diffraction peak, as centre of mass energy 
increases, at very high energies. • ;ttr 
Sin¥ - sin fc I+ ,_'to)l) - {oS t~'lo)~] !!: I \ ~/ \l:-1 .c:..c:. J'(o) 
The approximation is reasonable since single P exchange is responsible for the 
~ -irr~ 
diffraction peak whose width is typically ~ O·~(G:f:l· The signature factor ~,. 'l.t-
1f.!.. • n ~ 
:: c.ob 2. - ~ hqs "2-U'OS at - c(. = L. n +I ~o,. n :: o, l,l., eb~ ... , 
• 1 ) '>. l I L ' 
t.Q, a~-t-=.qo)(n+l -;.r l,4.,b,~t:c., ~otolCo)-l 




'6 -: I C.. e. 
Identifying the single scattering aMplitude with P exchange amplitude: 
. -\[~'to)~ (~)J..-1 _ , J.1 (e)l: [ lo3 {
0
- llrft.} 
- F, ::: '"''- <. ~o - 1 c:, 4.. 
.s. 'Tr] -i.PCs) 
.. • o... : J..
1 
(o) L I o~ So - '-;: =- \ d} .4. ) 
\ 
I t \ '1.~ n:..'1.1'',_ .l "J( I .5. 
\ ~ - .J.. lo) o~ so "" 1+ 1 l:-~nlf (s) = 'll o:3 S'o ... l ,, ,, .6. 
,~.., 1·ic.,[ -l'r' Ja\l: J 4- 42.xp[- jA(s1b)) .. <.os -1(.s,t:} 
'"l) loj {~~~ ~)13 
.. 
• ( ~ _j_ \ )l'',_ . .li ( )""'] +- c.. l 4 If. -r A ( s., f: S' n '2 s, 1:- ') 
I A(s,t)l -= -~\ct\t [ <lt.c~) + to;(-lctlt:-)J'"-




.Then the large angle eikonal representation of the scattering amplitude due to 
multiple Pomeranchon exchange predicts the proton change form factor to vary 
with large momentum transfer J!:l~as ~ 1 ~1 ,, ... 1ft -Co"S. 
t fer u-H ()(. lbl ~ · 
Miyake and Takagi(S) have phenomenologically analysed the SLAC data, -~o~ 
5" 1: ll:f ~ 1_0 c~t for the proton magnetic form factor' using the asymptotic 
£ '~~~~" form F,(b)::C.,It,l cz. where c, and C.1 are constants, ~ and b ~ rC2.. 
independent parameters. They obtain a best and loose fit region for Q ~nJ b 
(the latter de£ ined by including data at I b\ = 11 and l.o(~): which have large 
error bars). For b= Y~ , the best fit region for a is - 2.·0 ~ a. ~ - 1·2. 
and the loose fit region is -~·2.l. ~ 4 ~ 0·3. Thus the predicted form factor lies 
near boundary of the loose fit region and so, although not. definitely excluded by 
the data, it does not fit the data very well. There are various explanations. 





Pa~e. is~-- --- · · 
<l nd 1' a ka9; .Th;s is \/tc1 on\i\{ely \Jn\tss r,robfl hess ~ c:o~ struth,re.. d~ Jisbnc.os I ~u l~an 0· fF, i.o.vurlts 
(partons) responsible for electron-proton scattering are tightly bunched 
together at proton centre. 
2) Multi P-exchange mechanism is wrong. Present data (
4
) indicate r-P total 
cross section is constant between 25 and 65 G.-q_\1, instead of rising towards 
constancy as F-M model predicts. Also, beyond scattering angles 
of about 60°, the data for P-P elastic differential cross sections deviate 
- eoMI:H:I'1... (6) 
significantly from the e. behaviour > falling off less slowly. The 
exponential variation is not necessarily due to this mechanism since all 
multiple scattering models involving unlimited order of scattering are 
characterised by predicting a transition from Gaussian dependance on momentum 
transfer at small values to exponential dependance at large values (7) (S). 
Also, the exponential fall off is already observed at energies where P-P 
total cross section is still falling or levelling off. 
2) Wu-Yang conjecture is, asymptotically incorre.ct. . It does not appear 
compatible with the Orec:ad~rmula (5) although the for~,!t<t-;tor, .deduced from P-P 
elastic scattering, satisfies the lower bound tFa·>J ~ e. derived by Jaffe from 
Q. F. T. .The quark model confirmation (g) of Wu-Yang's conjecture f~r 
small momentum transfers (up to the fir·st break in the slope of the differential 
cross section) makes the·idea difficult to accept if it is applied to the 
opposite end of the I ~I range where high order multiple scattering dominates. 
Also, the idea implies that the Pomeranchukon is a fixed singularity, 
contradicting the Serpukhov experiments which indicates shrinkage still of 
the P-Pdiffraction peak. 
The resolution of these questions will have to wait until larger energy and 
momentum transfer data from the Serpukhov and Batavia accelerators are 
available. ·rt should be noted that the quark modellin which the maximum order 
of multiple .scattering is 4, 6 or 9 for meson-meson, meson-baryon or baryon- / 
. ~ . 
baryon scattering cannot predict a I tl dependance, when l tt is large, 
of the elastic differential cross section, since the number of independent 
Gaussian terms in the multiple scattering expansion of the amplitude is finite, 
AB . 
in fact 1-f where A is the number of quarks in .o'n¢ hadron and B the number 
in the other. For f'-t' scattering the number is 511 and the convergence of 
~ 
the series is slow. The large number of terms means that the series ·can be 
approximated by an infinite series except at very large ~sco~tq,-~,., :an, his':.-; so 
) - (;OJII U~'l& . 
that the finite series has the asymptotic variation of e • However, the large 
0 
angle data (g .... <to) for P-P scattering is known to fall off less slowly than an 
'1'1. -exponential in IH • This thus may be evidence for finite compositeness 
-- of the proton i.e. a scattering series which is finite so that there are no higher 
order multiple scattering terms which cause interference and reduce the 
















It may, alternatively 1 be due to the backward scattered proton which is 
indistinguishable from the proton scattered in the forward hemisphere. 
As yet, ba ckJA'ard sea ttering cannot be incorporated in the quark model so 
that the two alternatives cannot be distinguished. 
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SECTION E:-
In this section, the kinematic and dynamic assumptions, both implicitly 
and explicitly made in applying the Glauber formulhlm to high energy hadron -
hadron scattering,viewed as multiple quark-quark scattering, are discussed •. 
In the quark model, the small angle approximation to the elastic scattering 
amplitude, originally derived by Glauber, is often applied, with success, to 
explain the oscillatory diffractive pattern of hadron_ Jedron scatteriQg at 
angles considerably larger than that for which one would expect the 
approximation to be valid. Why is this so? A simple argument shows 
that this is problematical if the quark is massive compared with the hadron. 
Consider elastic P-P scattering (this example is quite arbitrary as the 
argument is true for any particle made up of quar~o · The two protons in 
the centre of mass frame collide with equal and opposite momenta k and ~re 
I 
scattered elastically with final momenta !£ • The momentum transfer from 
one proton to the other is \ -::: k - k 1 
) ") 
k :: '[ kl k' :: r. It_~· 
- j,.,l - l ~,., ) 
, 
where ~ , k; are Now 
the initial and final momenta of the i l;h quark relative to centre of mass 
frame. 
') ') . y ( ~j- ~y) - r ,i where k• ~ k) ~ = - ,.. _l - _J -. - ~-..,_1 .)':1 -
is momentum transfened to )\;h quarko 
\1-1 = 2k .sin.£f and \ '1'1 - ?..kj s·,n ~ where e. IS 
the total angle through which proton is scattered, e~ the jt:h quark scattering 
. /' A 
angle, again referred to centre of mass frame. tlet C\., 1\,) be unit vectors 
in the direction of momentum transfer of proton and lth quark respectively. 
~ • '\.. : \1l\. = L.k S;n~ 9,_ ~nJ.. ~ ~ '2.k,i Sin tf ~i 
·- . '3 
a,.. • _Q. A .., ~ ,_ t S l'f\ ~ ~ : 
2." ~\1\ '2- ~ ;:: ,_ " ... .) - "• 
.)':1 
A ~ k' • _Qj "" 
or <\.- :::: L " s•n :a. llri 
i~• k ~in ~~ 
W cb'n~ '!J = '1, + "'£~ 
where~ is ve16dtryof proton in centre of mass frame,'~[) is quark velocity in 
proton centre of mass frame and Vj the total i tb quark velocity. Then if rn_.;) M 
or~ r.ost masses of i thquark and proton respectively. 
~~ - WI~'!_; . :::. -~:, (. ~ -+'!!'') 
k = 
. ~ :: . ' " 
If the individual scatterings of the quarks are through small angles 9.),the ~i 
are almost transverse to the incident direction of motion. However, the 
e resultant momentum transfer can be in directions making much larger angles 
with the incident direction of motion (overaJ:. scattering angle can be much 
~ .,... . . 
longer) if ~ I ~- :Yi { s,:,. ~i '>'>I . 
______- S•n~ 
I 
I • I 
-
1 
'.e. . rni N 
Of' 
provided 
anJ s in ce. 
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& ~ e~· > 
i.e. motion of quarks in rest frame of 
proton is non ·relativicstic, ~hM 7f'>> I • Thus if quark mass is much larger 
than proton mass, as expected, the overal scattering angle of the proton is 
much larger than angles through which quarks are scattered. Thus the 
problem of the Glauber approximation and its angular range of validity is 
. pertinent for its application to multiple quark scattering. Now the small 
angle approximation is K A ~in~ ~ £ I 
where R is the range of tJ:le potential acting between each proton. At high 
energies ( k'>) H ) , each proton is Lorentz contracted to a thin disc so that, 
. . ~ k v 
roughly, R must be replaced by R ( 1- f3 ) 1 where f3= C: • Thus the 
effective range is much smaller,which means that the inequality above can 
be satisfied by largervalues of scattering angles than is a priori 
expected. 
Fundamental to the application of Glauber's theory to the quark model is 
the assumption of additivity of quark phase shifts (see equ. 2 in Section E) 
Effectively this means that the interaction between the incident particle 
and the composite particle is instantaneous, or, equivalently, that the 
incident ·particle approaches the composite with infinite velocity •. Since 
its velocity is bounded by the speed of light, the Fu"'; motion of the quarks 
will introduce finite corrections at all energies (including infinite energies). 
These should be v·ery small for weakly bound systems, like the deuteron, 
with low internal momenta,a condition consistent with the non-relativistic 
quark model of hadronso The assumption of the interaction being instantaneous 
in the centre of mass frame means that the quark-quark scatterings occur 
simultaneously as viewed in this frame. Because of time dilation, this 
will not be true in the rest frame of each composite particle, wherein the 
interactions will occ;:ur successively in time. If v is velocity of one 
composite relative to the centre of mass frame. then two s~ultaneous 
. I I I 
scattering events located at quark positions (x,'f,'2.) and (-x.,'f,•"t. ) relative 
to centre of mass frame will be separated by a time interval in their rest 
mass frames-
I 
where 1:::. x ::::: ·-x.- '}(. 
~)~ . = ~.X. o ( 1-~~ 1, 6.x., being the spatial separation in 
their rest mass frame. 
- VA 'X.o 
Thus At = ~ As the velocity of the 
composite increases, the time interval between two scattering events in the. 
--
re~st mass frame increases and Fermi motion of quarks becomes more important 




















valid). If Vo is velocity of quark along x. dk:is with respect to its 
in time At is 'VVo cA_'X.o parent particle ree:t frame then the distance moved u _ 
which is a maximum when 'II '::. C • The Fermi motion will be small provided 
~"'- bxo, a.~. '\lo ""' c • which isassumed in non-relativistic quark 
modelS. 
Another physical'assumption underlyingthe hypothesis of additivity of phase 
shifts is that the individual interactions are local, two body forces. If 
the observed saturation of quark content to two and three in mesons andbaryons 
respectively is, say, due to repulsive three and faur body forces respectively, 
then many body forces, although having much less.effect on hadron-hadron elastic 
scattering than the effective two· body quark-quark and quark-antiquark interactions 
because the former would be o~ short range and would not influence small 
angle scattering, might yet be expected to be non negligible, especially at 
large momentum transfers,when considerable overlap of quarks in the interaction 
region should occur. Harrington(l) has shown that the corrections to 
proton-deuteron scattering arising from the presence of a three body force 
are small (typical correction to total cross-section is about-0.4%), though 
perhaps larger at larger momentum transfers. Such small effects are to be 
expected with weakly bound states where the expectation value of the interparticle 
distance is larger than the De Broglie wavelength so little overlap occurs 
and the phase shifts accumulated in scattering of a composite particle are 
additive. In the harmonic oscillator model, however, the De Broglie 
wavelength of a quark is 1\ = h/.l.. P:>) wher(!. ~r> ::.(-it\V). This is related to 
the expectation value of the interquark distance (assuming an S state for 
simplicity) by ?./(r> = 'TC/4..,1, so that the considerable overlap (tight binding) 
predicted by the model appears to make the assumption of only two body 
forces between actual quarks scattering each other rather dubious,~ priori· 
But if
1
considering mesons, a repulsive core exists (evidence for which is 
given in QUARK DYNAMICS, Section E) with an exponential wavefunction in 
meson core with inverse range a, joined to a Gaussian component, outside the 
core with inverse range<t
1
then it is simply shown that >..fi,r}«< provided a >'> GL 
Thus with a short range core, three body effects for mesons should be negligible. 
A further approximation to the actual physics of multiple quark scattering is 
the assumption of the validity of the impulse (or equivalently, the adiabatic) 
approximation in which the incident hadron passes through the composite 
target in a time much shorter than that characteristic for a quark to cross 
the hadron in its bound state motion. This is valid for incident particles 
with high laboratory momenta, r~,A 11'>>% , where R is size of composite, and is 














The particle will then leave the interaction region long before inelastic ex-
citations such as spin flip or transition of quarks to higher orbital 
angular momentum states are connnunicated to the composite particle as a whole,. 
The approximation thus ignores off-the-mass shell scattering. One would 
expect this to be important (if at all) only for weakly bound systems and 
for large momentum transfer scattering, where,due to dominance of large 
orders of multiple scattering, such off-shell effects could pccumulate and 
provide a non-negligible correction to multiple elastic scattering processes. 
For example, Harrin.gton (2) has shown that in 1t -deuteron elastic scattering, 
while inelastic contributions are negligible near zero scattering angles, 
at large angles they are important. Underlying the adiabatic 
approximation is the neg~ect of .quark recoil. The possible energy transfer 
between the incident hadron and the target will be small compared with the 
binding energy if quarks are. massive since the former is then very I erge. ~ •in 
order to account for the low lying hadron mass spectrum. It should be 
important only in weakly bound systems such as the deuteron(l). 
ELASTIC PROTON-PROTON SCATTERING TO ALL ORDERS OF MULTIPLE QUARK-QUARK 
SCATTERING 
In the eikonal representation, the high energy, small angle of scattering 
i.J s i\·b ( I'Y-(b)) cl"'b elastic scattering amplitude is f (!) = 'LTC ~ - 1-~ - _ (1) 
where X. (b) is the pha.se shift of the (kb-1: ) bh partial wave and~ (~) 
is normalised so that ~ .. ~ lt' I f(~)l~ In the quark model of high energy Proton-
Proton elastic scattering, the total phase shift of the scatt.ered proton is 
the resultant of the phase shifts due to interaction of each of the three 
quarks in the proton with the 
additive so that 
other proton, the phase shifts being assumed 
3 
X.Ch):: I "lCb-s,) -
r\:1 - -
X ( ~ , ~ , s.!, s_,) (2) 
where ~~~ is the projection of nt-h quark spatial coordinate ~" (with centre 
of mass of parent proton as ·origin of coordinate frame) onto the P-P impact 
parameter plane containing ~,and 'X ( ~- ~" ) is phase shift of "th quark 
due to scattering by proton (isospin · invariance is assumed for quark-quark 
and therefore quark-proton interactions so that phase shifts are independant 
of quark index n ) • Noting that . b 
(1) gives Q.t't.(fo) :: I+ i.ltrc:J f<q.) e.-~~~·- J';. (1) then 
• 3 • b '\ 3 .- ) 
~·~C~.~ .. ~,.~,) = n Q.•'X..(_-~ . "1 :::. f!. [I + "fnr:j fCq.,.) 42-tt.:p[-~\n' C!-~n)]J\,J 
"=' .. 
Assuming small angle ~uark-proton scattering : ~n· ~ ~ <i..l'· ~ , then ... 
i'){..(b,~,,s..,,s,) ~ (_j,. )" ( 3)J [ • n '] n ( J.. 1 
4 ---- == I-t- L.. ur n -t.l(p -"'E.. 9."'·(~.r.!!' 1 n "'"' £-(q.,.)J 
"·' ,.._, - .n::.l -
(possible spin dependance of quark-quark interactions are ignored so that 
ordering of quark amplitudes in the binomial expansion (4) is unimportant. 
Spin effects should be negligible in the asymptotic energy region to which 
the quark model, in this section, is applied). 
The ~nth quark-proton scattering amplitude, with momentum transfer ~,.. in 
' 
centre of mass frame of two protons,f(\r) is related through (1) and (3) 
{ 4.) 
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to the quark-quark scattering amplitude fq, O~ta.· .. C?bl::-c:u.nl~ , ..q_ 
f Cq. .. ) :: 5- C'\, ... i c:.:,r:,.)) = I (f.rr)~-• ( ~) S b~ C<t"' - { CJ.~r) }_ ~~ tt"·r.w n (J\tcf'\'(~")] 
- - - «=• - t::.l - . lr<=l 
:. ~tx.c_!J,s.!~s.!.~;~t.~~.~,~~ =f. (f"Y'C~)J~c.~"'~·c!-.r ... ) n (J'<t.,. i <f")~-'ci)· 
n.:: I .e_ • f. 1 {'_ "' : I - .Q.: l 
5 b '1. ( '\,_.,. -1, ~lr) ;_ »c::l "1._w • ,rlr .!J, [ J '~k :f~ ( \te)]] (S"") 
the P-P elastic scattering amplitude, averaged over spatial coordinates of 
The amplitude is determined therefore when diagonal matrix element of ove.rcd 
i "'' IJ,\, ~.sl, s.',s:,s;) 
partial wave amplitude e. - I is calculated. Denoting n body 
~ ( ) i f. , ... r..,l p) fonn factor of either proton as ~- ~·· ~~·-·· q,._,., 0 •- 0 = <r 1 e. "'"'' - -
h / c>P I e..·,-i.(b,s.,s, 1s,;s:1S.:,.s,)_fiPP> ::: t en <... .... '3 • JZ-t ~ ) 
3 • ... ... ) S - ~., 'i: «\ .... b .1'. ( ) n" [ • , l c --'" ) c ~ 
- ~ (..!; )"' ( J "'"''- - ~ "'~···"1::.."•0 d !"' 't'fr 
- L t..'tf " J1., m.::l o2.::1 
"=' j!C~··-'t~·o) b~(~-i,\.k) ft [d~~wf~ (\.~<)] ('7) 
~ It"-' 
letting G-et(\ ... ) = S ~('!-_•--ie,o) ~""(~-!.'br)U [ Jt.~tt-5-qCCf:..tt)] {8) 
the quark-quark elastic amplitude is 
approximated by comparing the single scattering contribution to the overal 
amplitude with the near fozward P-P scattering amplitude. The latter is 
parametrised as .1. S "\.. 
tr. - "1: ,. 
F ff' ( , "') : ( ~ ...... ~.,.,) 4.; e. where .;. , ,. :: ~ c: F f' .. {o)) , or is 
(R (F,.,. to)) 





• • from the approximation {neglecting higher order· contributions to the 
diffraction peak) 
p'~p ( 'l-) == 
5~( '\.) 
r. ( ) - O"T ( ~+ct. rr) 
:rq 0 - 1 "'TT' 
we obtain 
where 
The proton is assumed to. be in the ti irreducible representation of SV(l.) 
with parafenni statistics far ··quarks. The proton ground state is .J'·~ r. )"L 
-- L- """"-5!t represented by theL ... o hannonic oscillator wave function 'i ,.,,., .. ,,) = ~ 4. 2.. "~"' 
where N is a nonnalisation constant. 
Then-body proton form factor is then n ~ 
e>"[ \,.. 
~ r,..,J ".,.., ..... 9,n ,o) =: . .i: ' .. .::1 
is the mean square radius of the proton. Then 
where 
' . ~ ' = r-s-"'·co)J 1-\~Ct ... ) a. where,fromequ{8) G-Q. (\ .. } L:., 
~ ..... (•,..- ;_ C!r_~"' n ( l-~ C~te,o,o) ;t s ~ J\_w] H ~ ( 1\. 01\ ') :: J ~ ( '\, '11 .... 'f, Q 1 0 ) ·'!. 1r:1 r) 
equ 
_L. i. ).e-1 3 e. 
qll. : .e ( ~· ( f.) [ fC\'co~ j 
The matrix element becomes 3 . 3 
<.tPI~ 1 "£-llf'r) ~ L (~)[ L 
• 1\ ':.I .._,, 
1\~ -= ~ QeJJ..~ 
equ. (6) reduces to 





,, is the contribution to the overall scattering amplitude when n quarks of 
one proton interact with the quarks of the other proton. Generalisation to 
identical composite particle scattering is straightforward. For elastic 
scattering of two particles made up of N identical subparticles• the scattering 
amplitude is f'J 
Ft'4N ( ,_) -:: "'l. F ln) ( ) 
HtJ '\.- 1"1 
l=c") c") "'"'' "')S.:.> ( ~ -'bt../4"'-f..) n 
where 't,.,{q..) is given by . 1\.., ( ~) = - ~ C n 
0 
-s'o Cb"-) b L At. C2.. J b 
~ . 4 , )lt--4 tl) :-1~ ctcl with .AQ... = "i: ct~{ etcz.. ; ctt..= t ( '-ftp• (e. [fto)J ) .t._(L: P'/fl. + lf·L)" 
where f (o) is forward particle-particle amplitude. The multiple scattering 
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+ -.... ""' 
+ ~ d + + ...... + 
then 
var,ious scattering diagr.ams may be 
'l 
Fp .. ( q,) = L f,:r~l l q,..} 
1\)":.1 
(12) 
f (N) ,, 'i ( 3) _o(.,.,,, .. t- «t,1 (f\,) ::: -1&. ,.:
1 
1\ At',s, ... t-c(r1 ~ 1-t-~ .(13) 
where sunnnation convention is applied to r,~,l:- and r,s,t have values from 1 
F <~> 
= F (N) 
to 3 subject to uHf:-= N , the restriction arising from the observation that 1\Jl:-h 




raised to the power N 
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do--:r, ... - n:IFrrll\.)1 ... c: 1L ~ I F(l\))(q.)l'l. + aTC ~.I F'(I1J(q.) F(tJ).-(q,) 
q J '0" ("') :I M, U 
'[ :[;'... . Jtr<w) :::: 1'C [ J f Ct..~) I "L "*"' +d..IR' fltflf CN)f" J 
"'=• "- where J:;... L.. 
,. "" "·"·" 
The first term is the incoherent contribution due to M~h order scattering, the 
second represents the interference of the N~horder coherent contribution from all 
other orders, giving ris.e to diffractive minima. Only the interference term 
with H = IV+I should be important in the interference region where ( N +-1 ) th 
order scattering takes over fromN\:~order. 
MULTIPLE SCATTERING CONTRIBUTIONS TO P-P TOTAL CROSS-SECTION. 
From (12), (13), using the optical 
~ q ~J 
theorem, 
cri' ·= 4TC' ~ F,, (o) ::; I trT 
H:l 
order quark-quark scattering is 





then from Ar9 [ Ar,s.~•J =-
where contribution from N H 
::. -'lrr: i (~)d.rs .. t- (/? [ Ar,s, •.. t-) rut-b:nl 
n.:l I I ) 
with 1t ~ f: ~"' f~lo) -,,. lf"/,_ , J..;~ = hnJ £ 0 
~ + H f=) ( + + 'ft('L) =· tJ ( cp -t- 'l"GJt.) 
'!f N "> 1\-r~ t At,s .. ~l ~ N ir: 
Since at high energies, forward elastic P-P amplitude is mostly ppsitive 
imaginary (1::; 1£ ) we see that for odd orders of scattering (W::I,'J, .. ;), q::l., ( Ar,s.J L 0 
i.e. odd orders of scattering increase total cross section, whilst for Ill :.1,4:, ... , ~(Ar,s,...)>O 
i.e. even orders reduce total cross section. The double scattering correction 
reduces the cross section, as is well known(4). This result should be true 
in the asymptotic limit provided the ratio of real part to imaginary part 
of the forward scattering amplitude approaches zero from the negative side, as 
is the present trend of data obtained from Coulomb scattering. The alternation 
in sign of successive terms in the multiple quark scattering series, proved .. . 
above in the limit of infinitely high centre of mass energies f J.. ''" ~ 0 ) when 
the forward elastic amplitude is pure imaginary, is also characteristic of 
infinitely composite models of high energy P-P scattering(S) Also, the 
Regge cut sequence generated by multi Po: ·meranchon exchange has this sign 
alternatio~. ( 6) 
RESULTS:-
. The asymptotic P-P differential cross section has been calculated over the 
1.. 
(momentum transfer) range of 
0 6. Ud 6 
Pointlike quarks were assumed so that the eharge and matter radii of the 
protons are the same. The Hofstadter value of 0.81F for the charge . 
• FOOTNOTE:-
·: this is hot necessarily true at non-asymptotic energies since ~in general, 
the Nt:border contribution to tr'1' has sign of (·1)~ sinNf if N is odd and ( -1) ¥' Ce$N' 















MULTIPLE SCATTERING CONTRIBUTION 
TO P-P TOTAL CROSS SECTION,~T,-(the 
numbers are statistical weights for each 
scattering process, O'f.H~ is the con-
tribution to G1due to ( t"+S+~) H order 
scattering in which 1 quark is scattered 
(" times, the 2nd s times and tne 3rd 
t times) 
9 CJ" 100 
9 tT1.o0 + 1.. '1 tr'11o 
3 o-'100 ... S",. 0"'&10 + 11 Oj,, 
27 o--&'&0 .... Ji tT'liO + 111 0'2.11 
18 cr'12o + l.l 0"'111 + 81 0"-ua. / 
3 , CT''l'lO .... "l.lcr'l..zoi, . + S"l(.. l:f')2.f 
9 ern• + '1.""1 cr-.~1. 











8 X 10-ti 
4 'I( lo·•'2. 
4 'I( 1o·'" 
9 X 10-'1.' 
2 'I( 10·~5" 
100% 
radius was assumed. This gives (r ... ) = t..·J (c;..-.vt~): The following other 
parameter value.s were assumed:-
= 0 
= 38 m.G. 
= 10 < G-~v tc. r1.. 
The calculated cross section is shown on the graph. For comparison; the droplet 
model prediction of Durand and llipes and the Wu-Yang conjecture are included 
as well. There is little qualitative difference between the quark and droplet 
model results, both predicting two diffraction zeros, although the onset of the 
double and triple scattering regions occur closer to the dif~action peak in the 
quark calculation than do the corresponding regions in the droplet model. 
The large momentum transfer differential cross~section predicted by the quark 
model falls more rapidly, presumably due to the assumption of gaussian matter 
form factors, instead of dipole form factors which the Durand and Lipes 
calculation employed. 
Contributions from the quark multiple scattering processes to the forward 
scattering amplitude and therefore, from the optical theorem, to the total 
cross-section are shown in the table. As expected, these decrease very 
rapidly as the order of scattering increases. As a check to the statistical 
weights given to various multiple quark-quark interactions in the table, we : 
note that the number of distinguishable ways in which rJ quarks out of 3 in one 
proton and ~ in the other can interact via two body forces to give rise to 
q 
order scattering is ( t1 ).; The total number is 
.. "' ~ ... <~) :: ~.,oc:L)-1 : 2."-l = 5'11 
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should be interesting to see whether future experiments show, in P-P elastic 
scattering, the gradual formation of dips and eventual minima in the differential 
cross-section, as expected, and in particular whether the fixed, large angle 
differential cross section falls below the droplet model prediction as this 
would indicate finite compositeness of the proton (though not necessarily 
the 3 particle structure provided by the quark model) o 
N is even so that the signs of the terms may not alternate regularly. 
(1) D.R.Harrington, Phys. Rev., 176, 1982 (1968). 
(2) · D .R. Harrington., Phys. Rev. D, vol 1. No. 1,260 (1970). 
(3) G. Faldt, Nuclear Physics B, 29, 16 (1971) . 
(4) D.R. Harrington and A. Pagnamenta, Phys, Rev. 173, 1599 (1968). 
(5) 0. Kofoed-Hansen. Il Nuovo Cimento, Vol GOA, 621 (1969) .. 
(6) A.A. Anselm and I. T. Dyatlov, Phys0 Letters,24B, 479 (1967) • 
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DYNAMICS OF THE QUARK MODEL. 
In the quark model of hadrons, baryon (with odd half integer spin) and mesons 
(with integer spin) are considered as composite bound states of three quarks and 
1 
quark-antiquark pairs respectivelyo The spin i quarks may be regarded as 
fermions or parafermions. Internal quantum numbers of the hadrons are given 
by the corresponding quantum numbers of the constituent quarks whilst their 
masses depend upon the quantum numbers 1 masses and nature of interaction 
of quarks among themselves.· Any satisfactory dynamical theory of the 
quark- quark (Q-Q) and quark-antiquark interaction (QQ) must have at least 
three features. 
(1) It must lead to &U (1,) symmetry in the non-relativistic limit of quark 
relative motion and hopefully explain why the static SU (t,) model appears 
to be realised for the h~drons" in particular> why the 56 is lower in 
mass than the 20 or 70. 
{2) It should predict the masses of known baryon and mesons 1 in particular 
explaining why the QQQ and QQ configurations lie lowest in the hadron 
-mass spectrum, whilst ruling out the possibility of exotic QQ 1 QQQQ, QQQQ 
etc. , states or at least predicting very large masses for them. The zero 
mass state should be exhibited-as a singularity in the dynamical equations of 
motion. 
(3) It should predict linear Regge trajectories for both QQQ and QQ bound states 
in the low lying end of the mass spectrum of hadrons • 
. A simple model of mesons is developed below which displays feature 3. 
In Section A, the Bethe-Sa.lpeter equation for two spinless particles with 
scalar interactions is shown to lead to a Schroedinger type equation, with 
1 
(energy) instead of energy, dependence. This is solved for a harmonic 
oscillator·binding potential. In Section B, R. M.S. radii for the pion, 
(and, by extrapolation) for the proton are calculated. These are used to 
estimate quark change radii (see ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERACTIONS, section 
. ~ . 
C) The strange - non strange quark mass difference is estimated .from Y=O 
and Y=l meson Regge trajectorieso Estimates of the pion electromagnetic 
mass spli1!ing are given in Section C. In Section D, phenomenological . 
analysis of high energy proton-antiproton elastic scattering in terms of the 
multiple scattering quark model is coupled to the non-relativistic harmonic 
oscillator model to provide a crude estimate of the free quark mass in two . 
limiting cases. Lastly, in Section E, difficulties of the harmonic oscillator 





The striking success of SU(6) symmetry(!) as a symmetry for strong interactions 
I 
means that we expect the superstrong forces responsible for the binding of quarks 
and antiquarks in mesons to be spin independent and to lead to non relativistic 
motion for quarks in the bound state so that intrinsic quark spin is separately 
conserved. Morput'go (2) and others (3) have shown that such motion is 
compatible with the huge binding energies of mesons necessary ~£ quark 
masses are large, as is required by accelerator experiments(4) and cosmic 
ray data(S). The question arises - what is the nature of the binding 
potential? Is it a Yukawa potentiallas is the case for the main Coulomb· 
potential in the hydro~en atom, with zero mass photon exchange between the 
electron and proton? Although this can lead to non-relativistic motion 
provided the mass of the exchanged particle is much smaller than the free quark 
mass, the Regge trajectory associated with a light pseudo-scalar boson exchange 
between a fermion and an. anti-fermion in a bound state described by the Bethe-
Salpeter equation is much too shallow( 6). For exchange of a single neutral 
vector meson, quark-antiquark forces are attractive(]) but quark-quark for~es 
are repulsive, so that while the mechanism leads to mesons, it cannot account 
for baryons • Exchange of all possible vector and pseudo-scalar mesons between 
the quark an~ antiquark produces attraction for mesons in 35 SU(6) multiplet, 
attraction for quark-quark interactions in baryons belonging to the lQ and 70 
but repulsion for baryons in the 2i, implying the latter to be higher in mass 
than the former, whereas the reverse is the case ,experimentally. Discarding 
exchange forces between quarks and ant·iquarks leaves direct forces, which may be scal&r 
or vector. Noting that the·'"- dimensional harmonic oscillator is invariant 
under SU(n), we choose the 3-dimensional simple harmonic oscillator potential. 
Since this is an even potential, it is consistent with S wave dominance for the 
Q-Q interaction, argued by Mitra, see A.N. Mitra, Phys. Rev. 142, 1119 (1966). 
Ignoring the quark spin, the s,pinor Bethe-Sa1peter( 6) equation simplifies to 
( 1) 
where M,, M'l. are rest masses of quark and antiquark, V- the interaction potential 
(I) ('2.) 
and ~ . ., 1C.. - the 4-coordinates of quark and antiquark, . U is assumed to be a 
two body potential. 
. ( - o, CI-s. 
• ' M: + o. Ml~ u J \1) ( 11\ (1.)) 0 + .H-1 I 't.t'" • ..._,._ ;:: ,. 
we assume quarks are massive but 
QI'\.J 
t.·"~ [ {:f-1..._ - H ;"] : '\f 
ttt_,11a.4CO J•'W\ _Ht/ht. : 'A 
"•, "~ ... 








(J"L. - where summation convention 
is applied to space partial d.ifferential operators. · 
• "'" _,.<'l) ~,_<,, "1.'"'"'1.'1-et> -\'\.,,, +vJ '£ .=.·o 
[ '"' ~ + Q ·-?\ u -0 .... • 1\ uo 'f1 I"" #"- . 
{I) (1..) 
letting ~,... = -x,.. ..... ~,.,.. . {relative coordinate) 
(C • M • coordinate) 
0) ' 
(),... ::: d "LtJ- + *), 0 ')("'" 
'dfnl = -()'JIC,,... ..,_. -i;~ <t~,... 
'd ... w.m - ~ ""- '\"" 'd'"\, + ll 'd1(, c')( "-~ , ,~ - d ")(,JC- (!+?-)"-' JA- I+ )I. r- 1 ~ 
d ... (1.\ ~ -L ... ..2.. 
fl- ~ d 'Y..f": + QH)""' d 'J( ~ . I+). dtf6- 'dxl"-
[ 
"\.. ~ ... (1l '\. a, ... )· -;).,_ . "'2...,.. .... "'1. - 1:2- c. t- ).') "() ~t"- "a')( tAo + v] 'P = o 
~ , ~ u 0 +do - (I 1-'). 'K.,... ~ (\+-,..)''- o 'I.,... \+). . 
We assume quarks have almost same mass { SU (2.) ·almost exact symmetry) 
" ~ ' ' 
[ '). '7. d: t't.) ""' 'd'Lo''' - ( I+ ).')a~,._ 
.... _ ?S: o~ + v] 'f-= o 
(I+)..)~ . tA-ignoring last term , 
g! -:. ~('X-"' 1 'Xrn)-;::: f C-c.rtt) 1-' ('X..,') 
m ::.. I 1 "Z. 1 'l, !., ; 
(I} (1.) . 
~ (~,..) -::1 f (-x.,., ~o-~~~~) ~(~,..):: -y.,('l.v,~o) 
) • (ol ('l::\,. 
where 
~ (•I ('t.l) 1 M("Xo -'t., J 
~ ( "')( t' , -xo -1C.. o ::: c; C",)_ <l. l M-total mass of bound state 
'\ ; t e·~- )Cot] "1/J ( '/...,., Y.o) ::: e. 
, .. [- c 1+-.,.'L) N'l. _ (t+).>L)~; + <~~"1. P~ + v] ~(-,c.,) 
in C • M. frame, p == 0 
( M"'"" +- t7y~J cj (x,..) 
v '</J(")(y) : - (4) .. . I+>.._ 
"\.. 
+~ 1 ~('Ky) M'\.. tfJ (~,..) [ - 5l.x 
'Z.Jtq '2.CI ~,.,~) ftq ')..~ff 
where fA-Ill ::: 1'1o H-.. -= r~r is reduced mass of quarko · Ho+M-a.. 
This is a Schroedinger equation for particle with effective rest mass 
"1. . '1. 
kinetic energy - .t;~ = ·f~ and total energy ff. , where P is momentum 
HI ( I i- ).) Noting that when , "" = Ha + M 2.. :k = 
- t ( 1+-'11)2. p.~ 
0 
v ..... l1+7>)" f-lq 
where V is the potential energy of the particle. 
[ M '1.. .... v.,~ - c~ tt p.;t .... 1.. J'{q v 1 <P (1ty) =- o 
- • 1\ .,_ 
(5) 
I oJ., ~ ~ ~ fu M when masses are equal, "-= , r-~ - '2.. where ~is 
~ . . . 
affective quark mass. Equation of motion of quark-antiquark bound state is 
( 1'1'1. .... v:- - 4 M~ MqV] rP ('><~) ::: 0 {6) • , 
'f1(~.-1:-~, 
(Note:above~relative frame wavefunction i { -x..,.) was written ~ (~,..) = ~ .e 
&Ht = 4 .e. where t- ::: 1:-, - t-'1.. i s relative time) 
This has no singularitY. at M = 0 as was required in feature (2). However it exhibits 
M '\. dependence and hence predicts linear Regge trajectories. 
Writing \J :: -\J~ ~ t 1-l~t C.: r"'- where 
the solution is 
where N "' '-;m. -
Page 39. 
~)/-a. (L-W\)! (n-•)! ( 'l.L"-t)J 'h 
L tll'Lt•~)! r'<L~••''•) 
and P. = Mq w 
(7) 
(8) 
. ~ . 
the (mass) eigenvalues are M'l. = 4Mq,_- Hct\lo +-i,Nq"-1 + H~w('2.n+l-2.) 
with 
SECTION B: 
L -==· o, I, '1. ·----:..· a) 
m -:: 0 1 I, 'l ·-··. L 
For purely orbital excitations of ground state, · M'l. ce L 
:. AM.,. ;: M\., · _ M~ ; M·q t,( ~· 
For the pion, "-=I, L-= o-::: m 
wavefunction of pion - . 
. . 




J (r'~)..,.. = J:,fbM-Z (ignoring mass differences in quark-isospin 
dt~u.blet) (11) 
fl. M"l. has bee'n estimated using the p Regge trajectory, as the vector meson StJ(3). 
nonet is almost ideal (see Section C), 1 
{7) 
Using data compiled by Rosenfe d et al. 
'1 
and taking as _statistical weights for (mass) intervals between successive Regge 
recurrences, the recipricals of standard errors associated with intervals, 
-a. 
the mean value of bJ1 is found to be 
(12) 
This gives for the R.M.S. radius of the pion 
: o-11 F {13) 
The R. M.S. radius of the proton has been estimated by assuming that it lies 
in the 56 representation of Su (6) with ground state (l sf~ ) L P :: o ... • 
For this state, the shell model wavefunction for the proton is 
( ri) q/1. - G."' ( r\
1"'+ r;: ft. f"1"&.) '1 ~ ( f',t ..... C'll ::. JTi .e. 2.. (14) 
with = 0 . This gives 
l..r~)p = 1/J..'l.. 
The parameter. ~l(J :Ls found by transforming the quark coordinates into relative and 
centre of mass coordinates and comparing resultant l:larmonic oscillator wave-
function with ground state wavefunction of three dimensional barmoniu::'Oscillator, 
whose form was given in Section A, equ 7. 
. . 
.. . 
let ~ =: !.1- ~ 
e =~<~· ..... .._.,.) 
en) 
'2.. !'• -= 
2 !:."- = 
r,-t. 4 r ... 'L r r~., 
from (13} 
~~ = - 2. p 
2 p ... ~ ••• 
'-P - ~ 
- 'L = ,p"'-1- ~ 
2.. 
"$ ( r, ,,. .... 1 rs) -:: 
. 9 
'"$-p ( )\l p) = 
- r$(>.)X(p) 
relative coordinate .. 
C. .M. coordinate of pcur 
where 
!::l . 1. M 
'1.- f' r = 
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(~ M~)'(~t 
( ~M~).y ::" 
For Y = o Regge trajectory, the p is chosen. The vector mesons lying 
H 
on this otethe p,Az.,R,S,T andU mesons which have l = 0, 1,2,3, etc. and 
consi.st of quark-antiquark pairs with third component of spins parallel 
so that J=l, 2,3, etc. , for these. The known Y=l mesons are k. ( 4 tt S') 
with jr:o} k• ( &>t!2) with T~""-=- ,-, both S states, and K~ (1240) w i ~h 
f .. it (' + *' ,. ... l) 
. T :: I , k' (1320) with J' =- I and k (1420) with T = 1, all r states. 
A further meson with J"~"= o+, L= I should exist. 
. . 
Higher orbital excitations 
have not been observed yet. . Because only two '( = I mesons present 
themselves for calculation, it is essential that the mass values be corrected 
for possible spin-orbit and strong spin-spin interactions. The latter can 
certainly be large since it contributes to the mass spli1ting of"'400 MC!.V of 
• the K (495) and K (892) mesons, which are in spin singlet and triplet states { 
respectively, and to the splitting of ""(,oorM'between the pion and rho mesons. 
Now to each L excitation correspond four 5V (3) nonets ~ J=l., J=L-1, L, 1+1 
except for the 1=0 states where J=O or 1. The b (962), A, (1080), B (1200) , 
and A,_ (1315) are the Y=O, I=l members of the four ~:oriets with 1=1, having 
p ... + + + 
J = 0 > 1, 1 and 2 respectively. For these, the spin-orbit energy is -2, 
.-1, 0, 1, units. If the mass differences between them is due to the spin 
orbit interaction, the mass differences between successive mesons should be 
constant. In fact, the observed mass differences are 118, 120 and 115 
H~V. Hence the spin-orbit force between the quark and antiquark seems to 
dominate, the spin-spin forces being negligible, presumably, as has been 
suggested, (9) because they are of short range in comparison. For the 
1=1, Y=l mesons, the mass differences are 89 and 77 Mo.V. Again the near 
equality suggests that spin-orbit forces dominate inSV (3) symmetry breaking. 
4 • ~ 
This means, since k (1240), k (1320) and k (1420) correspond to the A) B . .... 
and A2 mesons, that the Imll.SS of the k with 1=1 would, in the absence of 
• spin-orbit forces, be that of the k (1320) which has no spin-orbit energy 
since its internal spin is zero. Included still in the observed mass are 
spin-spin and other contributions but these appear to be negligible. Since 
the k*' (892) and k* (1320) have same internal spin state (triplet), the spin-
spin coupling may be expected to be the same for each. For these reasons, 
these two should conform in their bare mass values to two radially excited states 
with ~L:: I • 
'~- . b. ~tV 1 This gives ( 6. M >-r=• - O·q 5" • Instead of taking an average for 
the (mass) '2. separations between recurrences on the p trajectory (which 
include spin-orbit and other contributions) symmetry breaking additions to the 
excitation energies of different L states can probably be minimised by taking 
only the p and B mesons. For the former 1=0, for the latter internal spin S= o, 
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so that neither has any spin-orbit interaction contributing to its mass. Thus 
(t:.I'·P) 'r'.:: 0 ::. o · q 4- G-Q. \J -z.. 
This gives r = 1. 01 and A = ~~ N~V. This is in good agreement with the value 
* ~= 117 MtV obtained from the p (765) and k' (892) mass differenc~, which should 
be due to the heavier strange quark in the latter, assuming the vector octet is 
split in mass by the strange quark (This is not true for the pseudoscalar octet 
in view of the large 11'-k' mass difference, but the former is known to break 
£ U (3) symmetry considerably). 
SECTION C:-
In this section, the electromagnetic mass splitting of the pion, viewed as 
due to the different static Coulomb interaction and magnetostatic coupling of 
:!: 0 
the spins of the quark and antiquark in then: a:r;1d 1Y is derived semi-classically. 
Firstly consider the interaction between two magnetic dipoles. From Appendix 0, 
the interaction energy between two dipoles of magnetic moment ~~ and ~l.ls 
(proved in Appendix D), 
V~s(!:) = -~M.·M~~C!:) (1) 
for all.r.,including the origin . 
For a spherically symmetric S state 1 
..L ( '?>C!:kr)cf:!~·d ~'-'~ M )'- _ 0 (.._ r l f' '1. - 1..' I • - ~ / -
: , ( v SS > -:: -~ t1 I ' I!~ l r {o)l'\ ('l.) ·) where 9! (r) is 
wavefunction of S state. 
For mesons, the question arises whether quark magnetic moment is its Dirac. 
moment, i.e.!j::~:C· ~ where Q is charge,f'1q mass of quark, or whether it 
is anomalous i.e.~= i~;c. · g • In .the former case , ~h~ "2.. c.o~npon~" I; 's 
( M.,_ 1 = ~ k for proton o ~ rn Q u m P • 
"'Z..MQC. 
Since (M~) = '2.·'1'1 4-Tf-z.~<~pc., ~~ = 1·11, implying small quark effective mass. 
In the latter case I... ~h)= q~~ so that ~ - 2 . .,Mq "19 """ 'l.q for 
2Mqt. P 
quark mass of 10 G-t.V. Since either case is possible a priori, we will make 
neither assumption, ·using only the value oft! necessary to give the absolute value 
of the proton magnetic moment i.e. t1 = l:.,q 1-!,c.cz:-: 1-4> Q £" where f-tP = 1:"7'1 *c.. 
From equ (2) for an S stat~ meson, /... 'J , 5> =: - if' t-t; (c(, Q~) I 'P (o)J :t. .( ~· ·~~) 
whilst for a mixed 5 state, L.. \Jsj.) = - i;: j-l~ l'l' Co)l'~- ( Q, Q'l. ~·· rz"2.) 
... 0 
The space-spinS U (6) wavefunctions of the -rc- and tr are 
. J n=•> = "P7C. (r} -x. (o-) l I no> = 'Ptt. c ... ) cJ (cr) .... 
,,,. - Q..t 
where, assuming harmonic oscillator model for pion , 'Ptt. C t-) = ( P/11) ~ .,_ 
and f3:: ~fw, ).lq = reduced quark mass,w- frequency, and 
~(«Y) :. l.-!lt. ( 1 ,J, - + i) ¢C«Y) = 2.-'(i~ + ,J,!- -1-!- f~) 
fl 1i ., a\ ) ' • l' " " p p " "· 
We get ::: _'2./) 1 (ttulq,Q1~1·~-a.ITt
0)' ::. ~~, 
~ . L.. rr• 1 "u \ n: ·) =- 11"qif C ~ )"'.,. tt; 
( 1t' 0 \ \Jul rro> :::: -~ (~ln)'1 t. J-l~ , and 
_____ J!._ __ • 
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the Coulomb electrostatic interaction energy is 
( \lc.) -:: e"L ( q,~'l.) where q. , Q"L are now 
(•l {'t) 
regarded as operators i.e .Q. = Tl 1 Q"'~-rl where I 3 is 3rd component of 
Noting . . f 1'(+ - o are•.- l n: •). =I l>ii), In:_ o) ~ i~(tPf)+\,';il)) 1so~p1n states o • •~ 
( rr:• \\/c.\ tt•) = "2..,e.,_ < tc I ~I rt) 
isospin. 
We get 
L. TC 0 \ Vd Tt' 0 ) -= - ~--- ( rt'' 7--l rr>. ,,1.. 
Using the harmonic oscillator wavefunction gives L.. t1' I~~ rr> = 'l C Pin) 
. , L rr ~I Vc\ rc •) - ~ ... ( ..!!. ) ,,..._ 
Cj'l. 1"( 
and f.. lf 0 \ \J c.. I n. o) = -~ ( P 1 ff) '"' ' 
The difference in energy of the ~-r, tr., groun.d state is 
~H-::: i_Tt+\Vc.+Vss\Tf+)- .(_iT 0 )Vc:+\ls.s\lr0 ) ::: ¢. ... (~)''"' +- ~(fl/n) 31"ttr..._ 
~ has been estimated, as outlined in Section B • If a linear mass relation 
between spin and mass is assumed for mesons, in particular for pion, then 
mass splitting of 11' ... 1 TC 
0 is found to be 
~ M = 'l · o ll. H e.\1 which is rather too 
relation given by equ. 6. 
Assuming the quadratic mass 
Section A, with eigenvalues given by equ (8) 
11.'1 ¢ 
-z.Mq 
( - 5L"- +- '2. Hq ~ =t V) 9 
'2.N.Q 
then to first order in the perturbation (Vs!s+Ve) of the ground state of the 
three dimensional harmonic oscillator, the individual mass shifts are 
.tl..'l. - 1:1.!"1. + !- L..ol \Ju--PVc.lo). where Mo is mass of, unperturbed 
-z..ti Q - ·-z.ttq .... 
ground state 
• , M"" C Jt +) - N .. ( 1t ~>) -= Mq 6M : 'l•OI'l M~ 
From data tables(lO) M"-cn•) - 11'"( no) -:: 
'l. 
'''4·0 M~V There is 
agreement if quark mass Mq has an effective value of 420 Ha.\1 • This is in 
very good agreement with value of 426 MeV obtained by averaging baryon ~(}(3) 
octet and decuplet masses:- Mq:::: tLa) for S E- jr:{-ct"d ~+ octets 
and exactly same value of 426 M~V obtained by averaging the almost perfect 
- It: - J.. r f' 1-
~1'= I vector nonet :- Mq = '1 <. M) rof' ""S' == . 
Alternatively, regarding effective qu~rk mass as 426 M ~\J • the mass 
splitting of the 11' 0 , 1t."" is 
AM= 
compared with 4.604 -: 0.016 Mt-\J , found experimentally. The small effective 
mass implies, for non-relativistic motion, a rather wide potential well. This 
is confirmed in the next section. The agreement obtained if a small e{fective 
FOOTNOTE:- ~ 
(whether mass or (mass) operator for vector mesons is used makes 
little difference as far as almost exact SV (3) symmetry observed 
for them is concerned. The former gives for the pure unitary singlet 
and octet states 783 MtV and 765 M11\J respectively with mixing angle e)' ~ 33", 
whilst for the latter the values are 804t'h.V and 765Me.V, w '~" tn'a-tin~ an'l)~ 
G '!:!= 1'1°) (..01'1\~1:\C";O~ WQ.ll 'ln ~o't~ LQ~~~ w\th e = 35" 0 f-or CL 
rH~Ht; SU(s) non~t.l\-& ;\lustr11ttJ.. t1\,o11<!. for th_~ ~\e.ctr·oma~ne.b'c. mass 
5f\itt:n~ of th~ flOO, ChC2... O:V\Jqs~;OO 0~ 1'1\ClS.S Of" (tw\U.S)"l.. orQul-ors. 
OfQutors for rr.e,uJoscct\o.C"' WIQ.So'f\S lake. the. r~on •S itw\rof'~ant. 
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mass for quarks (at least in mesons) is assumed means that the gyromagnetic ratio 
1~qH~ ~~ , for quarks·. ~:: ..,,. ".!: "-, i.e. quarks have llirac magnetic moment which is only 
slightly anomalous I agreeing with experimental data on electromagnetic decays and 
consistent with assumption of scalar binding. 
SECTION D.· 
Although the description of high energy scatterrng of elementary particles in tenns 
of effective scattering potentials is not Lorentz invariant and hence questionable when 
the energies of the particles far exceed their rest masses, certain insights can be 
gained by phenomenological analysis of the data. In this section, high energy 
elastic scattering of hadrons by hadrons is viewed in terms of effective quark-quark 
scattering potentials which ·can be derived in two extreme cases: 
1. Quarks are point-like, much smaller than hadronso In this limit, their 
spatial distribution within the hadron is more important than their scattering 
properties, which are almost constant over all momentum transferso The 
diffraction peaks of elastic hadron-hadron scattering are detennined solely 
by the strong interactions fonn factors of the hadrons themselveso The similarity 
ofbaryon-baryon and baryon-meson diffractive curves results from similarity in 
baryon and meson form factors which, in the point quark limit, are equal to 
their corresponding electromagnetic form factors. 
· 1.. Quarks. ho-Je ~i2.es <..omparable with heldrons. ln the.. J·,~~r01c.b11Q.. peak 
'(~~ion ~ ~td ron . ~Of'W\ (:.o.c.tors a.re.. then ctrerolC•mu~e.\'1 t.ons~ant ~nJ ~9t~a\ 
l:-o one. ctnd· ~he shQre. 0 f t~e. C(,uork- tt,oor\t d ·, ~~rac.b\lt. P"a\n ~nJ 
hadron- hadron J i~ (:.cac.tt"on pe.qks ~r.e. alrno$~ iJQnbc.al. \ Sosp;r\ and 
c.har~e. c.onjo9abon invariance ~or che. 9,ua.-k -a.,~ark in r~rac.boo.s wou\J 
th!tn \mpl'/ !>.lm.,lctr s\op~s fof hatyon- bcu~on CllnJ rne.son- bttr'lon ~orwcu·J. 
Ji~~rac.b'vn pe.uks. as obse2rveJ.. Th;s case is trea~J. ~itst. 
The. QJJi!::\v·,ty otSS~mpb"on ~or Compos',~e. pctrb.c.le.. A- c.ompos'fte 
pcubc.\e. 6 .Q.\as~;e. ScctH!lrin3 ab small t'rlome.ntom br11 os~Qr ve1\v~c:. 0~~ ( 
t L Wldth o\2 · ~onAJarJ J·,~trac.b'on pQ.ak) ';l'V(!:) ~or the.. sc~H·e.r:n!) 
amplitude :-
= 
.. F~6 L~~v) = 
f~G(~) etS 
tr,.. 6 IS 
. 0 ~ ~ \1-t. Q \ s 
. r~Q~ I t-'ne.n 
F~G (.~) 
rR. [ fAD Co)] 
~t fIt& (o)1 
S Clltte.<"',n~ <.roU- s~c..hon 




fC~) = (l) 
\~ ~01'";n~ t~t... \JQ.<''1 






A- c: c..orJ ;,. ~ \:-o '""\ttu~~'C"'s ScattQ..or~tl~ the.t)f''/ 1 
./t'to..Q.t'?J1 1 s m.lll\ Q. n~l.e. sc~ttQ..i,t?j ~W\0\rl;t-vJe. 1s ~t'-'e.., b'f 
f-(~) - . ~ s 
"2..'(r' 
Q..i ~ .. ~ ( l - .e_~ "l <JV) J ~k 
'"'(.(~) ~s ,..q_\~h.J. to (:-\,.e_ sca.tt..~t~u\j 





s- Y2. 1C. C ,-'1"") -= 
I1V\ [\ b.Q.\ lV\ b~.~r~\ 
t--1/,_ '\f ( l::-'t .... ) ::: 
'\[ c f") :: \f' ( t --t) 
- .L f 1H ~::--"-) 1:- · c s -t:-Y r .. • u, 
k' 
..ctcvv..,_b,~n whose. ~l;~n~~r-J. ,o\ut•on 
- '2 k- £L ·J t- s-'/'L 'X. ( s-~1.) ( t· s.)-f.."-·J s 
it' Jl; o_.· 
U Cr) -z. k J.. [ r r: X l ~ l J b ] !~ l 
Tr J r b J b ~-- r ..._ 
fro"" ('·) "t • = + ~ 5 ~ -s" o C q, b) rv fC q.,) J ~ . 
~ 
y (b) c. 1 0 ~ [ l -tc . ~ s: ~ -s 0 c "\,) Oy f ( \) J tt.] (b) 
I 
- -- -- ·-- - _J.l ---· .- ~-- ......J.L_____ --
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so that, using (3) I u ( r) can be determined from {5). Notice that because the 
particle-particle scattering amplitude given by {3) is valid only within the 
range of scattering angles set by the width of the diffractive cone of 
B (or A), where single scattering of each particle of A by B dominates, U (c) 
is the effective particle-particle scattering potential for final particle 
states within the shadow of the composite only, which may or may not 
coincide with the diffractive cone of the particles themselves according as 
the sizes of the particles are the same as or smaller than the size of the 
composite. U (r) is thus the long range part of the 'actual' scattering 
potential,being dominant only.whe:n the collision involves large impact 
parameters. 
Case 2. 
£. ( "') 
from {6) . 
here "1- A C q,.) ~ 'de 0 (q.) ~I equ (3) becomes 
-{ i'\.'1. '\ O"~B 
= 5-<.,) ~ where f (o) = A-'tf' ( i + J..,.,.J ""'4ff 
"}(.(\.,) :: -~ lo':} (I+ L. f<o) ~-·e.- ~;''hs] 
_, - b"'-f-ls 
Since this is valid for large b only, · X ( L.l) -== :f to) 3 e.. {7) 
For application to quark-quark scattering~ must be considered complex, for • 
' ~ip . ·1/S 
reasons given in STRONG INTERACTIONS, Section C. • Writing & -::I ~I~ , f(o):\flo)IQ.. 
where b~nJ3 -::: d-.:16 l (. = ,~,-\ l Ho)J CoS ( p+-z.cf!) ') S= I'Sl-1 1 ~co)\ s~n(IJ+'Z.¢) 
12. - ..1. '31-' c.,st...l/J D :=: {I Sl-' Sr.n'L~ I 
Q - ...... , 
equa (s) is finally -6 r 'Z. 
U(r): -(~)'1~k\Sr'1"' ( <. <os(c$-Or"')- Ssin(t/>-Pr"')]a. 
--z.H = 1\~ \l(r) ' where M is reduced mass of particle, 
V (r) the long range part of the physical ·scattering potential. ,_ 
.. ~. V (r) = - ('2.1tT''~ k · ~k \ S (~!1. \ flo)l cos ( :.rp + 13- [) r ... ) .¢-~r 
it k:: M 11 · "' M c 1 consistent with non relativistic approximations used at high . 1 ~ 
energies when v ,.., c. • : . \1 ( r) -= - ('ltt)''~ c.t I~ f I ... I fto)lcos(1f+ f3-Dl) ~ Sr (8) 
-'J.z. ( "1. I ti) 1h Writing R = S -= . C4s7-.f as the range of the potential, V (r) is attractive and 
its range increases with slope of corresponding diffraction peak i.e. as the peak 
shrinks, radius of interaction region increases, corresponding to enlargening of 
diffracting particle and increase of its differential cross-section in the foxward 
direction. V (r) is a pure GaussiQ:n~. in 'C'" when phase of effective quark-quark 
·scattering amplitude is independent of momentum transfer 
Casel. here f(o,):: (~6"3-AC'\.)j-G('\.)]-I (i-+-.,t.,u) 
- [ 1-" ('\.) j. a c,.)l-1 flo) ;t~;-
J A ) ') 6 are equal to electromagnetic form factors of A,B respectively. Consider 
now elastic proton-antiproton scattering. The Wilson-Hofstader dipole fit for the 
proton (and, by charge conjugation invariance, the antiproton) electromagnetic form 
factor F; is chosen ~ t:t. = j. 6 -==- f ~ -= (I+ ~h-~r1.. 
'2. ( '-o.V}"l-where '\. .. = 0·'11 ·7 corresponds to point-like quarks and larger values to larger 
quarks( Devia~ioris from dipole fit occur for q..,_'> to (~v)~ Since discussion is 
confined to the diffraction peak for which o ~~ ~o·S" typically for pp scattering 
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t/J()..) is the harmonic oscillator wavefunction of one quark with respect to 
another and has radial dependance lll ~"" • Compa~ing with (10) . 
<ti.,_ _ M<l w' - - ----
4 1.. . .J '\-1 
-·· LY" ... >p = '1..(t1qWJ 
The value of Mqw for the proton may be found approximately by regarding the 
proton as a bound state of a quark and diquark. 
of two particles massesH.,~H,is, from (5) 
The mass of a bound state 
/ I 
for a quark-diquark bound state where Ml -= HI\' 
Ht..:: "2..Mq approximately( \~norin9 <;,U£'1) S'fllllt\Cl.l:rv ~r-uk;nJ ~vl:lrk lnaU diHQ.r.Qnc~). 
: • ft~ ~ -t.l?. HQ 
.... Jt.. 413 Nq c..o A L 
1)1'4 -
The proton lies on theN,. trajectory. 'J.lhe Chew-Frautschi plot of known recurrences 
gives(B) d..t-~ - -o·~q +l·oiM'L 
· = I· Ol DN .... -::: :t - • ~<).N 
. Assuming L can be replaced by'S, the total spin, i.e. that the I ::: 1/2. , Y = I 
Regge recurrences are even orbital excitations 
then 
.A-l 
H9w - J+ 
_, 
. l-ot 
·:. J<.rz.>,. ::::::: o · 2.. o F 
STRANGE AND NON-STRANGE QUARK MASS DIFFERENCES:-
The Quark-antiquark harmonic oscillator model of mesons developed above gives 
for the masses of orbitally excited states of spin 'J' = 1.. ' L ± I 
M"l- ::: '2 pq w L + C.. 
where Lis orbital angular momentum of quark-antiquark state, f4-q is reduced 
mass of quark and C is a constant 
: • ~ M 'L :. 2 ftq w b. L where &L = I or'}_ 
according as the Regge trajectory is exchange degenerate or not. For V = 0 
mesons, made up of two non-strange quarks , 
_, .L +- .J.. 
~Q -:. M I M1 
Assuning SU (2) symmetry for non strange quarks gives M, -= M'"' -=- M 
_ •• ( ~M~)'f;.o :: t1wo ~L ) w;the oscillator frequency 
For Y • ± I mesons, made up of 1 strange and 1 non-strange quark, 
..L = .l +- ..L where M >. 
~tr:t m M, 
is strange quark mass. 
. . ( A ...... 1) -::. , M M" . w ~ L . 
~ • ~.-. 'f=l ~ M+M) I I w 1 - the 
frequency of oscillation in Y= '!:I ·mesons. Since the superstrong forces between 
quarks and antiquarks are SV (6) symmetric, we expect "'o= w., Writing 
M11 ::: M + ~ ) where A is the mass difference between 'A and @,A. (Y=o) 
quarks leading to SU (3) symmetry breaking, 
(~H.,.)y;: I 
(0.. M'l.)v: o 
-- J_ (M + ~) 
2..t1+~ 
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the formula is accurate enough) . "- _ t So, ...,, 
:. f(q.,) = ( I+ ~.;Jit f{o) 12.. 
This is the effective quark-antiquark elastic scattering amplitude. The "2. 
•.l 'Sf ,./. ] - 6r 
equivalent interaction potential is 'VCr) =- (<.1T) '1.. c..~\~\- '1.. \flo)' G- [ 'f'' ~t:~, Gr' Ci!.. • 
where <:,.(~,6,o,s::] is a function whose form is not given,· as it is complicated. 
From (6 )
1
(9) 'J ( r) = V ( ,. .. ) 
and for small f" ( r '' R) may be approximated by the zeroth and first order term 
in its Taylor expansion io eo " { ~} ~ \l(o) +"I lo) "'1. 'where \J t lo) ::: ('!,Y,..) r'fo 
and V ( o) : ~ ( 'tnr'l,. c. "111 31 ~~1. I f (o)l cos (1 ~ +P) (case 2) 
-.1. _J,,_ 
. ::: - (-ur) 1- di Is\ l f~o)IG-(~,s. O,o) (case 1) 
In both cases V(o) ~ 0 so· ' . 
• , '1.. 
V ( r 1-) ~ - V o + \1 l o) 't'" with V 0 .:. - V (o) 
This is a simple harmonic oscillator potential. Now the non-relativistic model 
for quark-antiquark bound states is reasonable only if the range of the binding ... . 
potential (whatever its form) is large or more exactly R-'~4 11q where, for square 
* well potentials for example, Hq = Hq-Vo is the effective mass of the quark •. The 
condition is thus ~')'~ (t1~-\/~' It ~s reasonable to assume that small angle hadron-
hadron scattering, within the framework of the quark model, is due to single 
quark-quark (antiquark) scattering via forces· identical to that responsible for ~ 
the binding i.e. via simple harmonic forces, which is a reasonable approximation 
s: \ \ . 't-"2,. to the actual interaction when ttc::."" , as shown above. Thus V(r) =-V0 -t'i_f<'lw.,. 
where l-lq is reduced quark mass. w-angular frequency 
• \J ·- -\l(o) 
... ,. 0 - (10. a) 
(10. b) 
Since pp scattering is considered, which involves.<P and i quarks only • 
. J-(.q_ = -t /'iq 
From Section B, equ (9), the inverse slope of Regge trajectories. of mesons with 
equal mass quark and antiquark is 
From ( IO.b) ) M~ :: ( ~ M~Y· 
4 V 'Co) 
b. H., has been obtained from the p trajectory on which lie orbital encitations of 
<Pand it ifl ground state with triplet spin state. v' (0) has been obtained from following 
. (11) . 
parameters used by Shrauner, Benofy and Cho in their multiple quark scattering 
analysis of pp elastic scattering:- ( , 
d< F t'il (o)J 
oL.pp -::: ~[F,; Co)) 
:: -o.aoq 
Results are indicated below for cases 1 and 2:-
PARAr'1ETERS CASE 1 CASE 2. 
'' Pdnt like" quarks "large" quarks 
9o 8 (;o..'l/ 2o 0 Gt.V 
18.5 ·c:,.Q.V 
1. 8 F 
14.4 ·.G-~t.V 
1. 8 F 
I 
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Case 2 is excluded by cosmic ray(l2) and accelerator e~p~riments (l3) which 
indicate a lower mass limit of about 5'~". Case 1 is compatible with both hadron 
. . . u~ 
mass spectrum and experiment, and is close to calue of lO~'Iobtained by Kaib"a 
from assignment of radially excited SU (3) baryon resonances and lower mass limit 
of 10~~ suggested by possible quark influence on Regge trajectories (l5). It is 
not incompatible with low lying meson masses. 
SECTION E:-
Sinanoglu (lG) has argued that the three dimensional harmonic oscillator model with 
a hard core at distances less than about 0. S" F is more compatible with the 
observed meson spectrum than one without a repulsive core. Information about 
meson bound state wavefunctions at the origin has been provided by the analysis 
by Van Royen and Weisskopf (l7) of strangeness non conserving leptonic weak 
decays of the pion and kaon 
... "Y 
.. ")I 
They find, for agreement with experimental values of the decay amplitude and decay 
channel width, the bound state wavefunctions of the pion and kczon at the origin 
must have the values 
~~11" co)!"-. -
:::: s.1 
and that generally for a meson N 
' -,c I o C M~\l) 3 
1\l'M (o)l"-
\'l"" rr t.o) I~ 
where m,.h m rr are masses of M and pion respectively. 
l"t\H -
This is surprising from 
the point of view of the simple harmonic oscillator ·model for mesons since 
'&. (1:!!1\1(,_ 
generally Iii Co)l :: rr 1 and, noting that the product flW is given {from Section B, 
equ 15) by 
where ~M"- is (Mass)'3. separation between successive orbitally excited meson states, 
we have I ~rr lo)l"" _ [ (AH~)n-J j/,. · 
f 11'1. H')~ ~ .. (o)l"- \~ • 
Noting (AM"')..t = [ ..t~£o)J-' and (~H-a.)lt = [~~ CP)J .. 
1 
where «-rr'C.o), 
~ (o) are slopes of 7( trajectory (exchange degenerate with B trajectory) and k' 
trajectory, and that . ce. ~ (") ..n.. d.~ (o) ..lt.~fQ_c-;rn.~nta.lly.) w.tt... hlllle.. 
I ":Ftr (o)\ 'l. ~ I 
I '"ftr £o)J :a. ' instead of 0. 27 as indicated experimentally. 
This indicates SU (3) symmetry breaking due to unitery spin dependent forces between 
quark and antiquarko Also, using 1l:' trajectory, 
l'S?1tir>)J'I.. ~ 10 x to' (th.V)"l 
which is fifty times larger than the experimental value. This suggests that a 
repulsive core is present in quark-antiquark interaction which strongly reduc~s the 
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wavefunction value near the origin. Since the asymptotic variation of the 
pion electromagnetic form factor depends on the behaviour of the pion wave-
function near the origin, the former should not vary smoothly for large 
momentum transfers, unlike the proton form factor which does. In particular, 
the 1t form factor should vary more rapidly than the proton form factor. 
· Present available ft form factor data are not extensive enough to test this 
conclusion. 
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Electromagnetic form factors and rom. s. charge radii of various hadrons are 
considered in relation to the quark and droplet models. In section A, the 
non-relativistic (rest frame) charge form factor of a composite system of 
chargelparticles is derived. Its relativistic modification is indicated and 
the asymptotic form·of the proton magnetic form factor discussed for the 
evidence it provides for point like entities in the nucleono However, the 
experimental upper bound for the former is shown to follow, making reasonable 
mathematical assumptions about the .Proton charge density,in a droplet 
model.SU(3) sum rules for hadron form factors ·.are derived in section B. Although 
as yet, untestable experimentally, they are identical to results obtained 
outside .the framework of the quark model. In section C, the known charge 
radii of the P,n and 1t are expressed in terms of the unknown quark charge 
· radii. The electric form factor of the neutron is shown to be 
· incompatible wi~h a droplet model but is explainable if quarks are almost, 
but not exactly, point likeo Agreement between the S U (6) harmonic 
oscillator model for quarks and experiment is shown to occur only if quarks 
are spread out over the proton and the quark charge form factor equals the 
·strong interaction nucleon form factor, both of which assumptions are 
incompatible with the results of Shrauner et al}
3
) and the equality of 
charge and hadronic matter density distributions of the proton found by 
Chou and Yang (
7
) A possible explanation of the discrepancy is provided 
SECTION A:-
Consider a spinless cluster N of charged particles, spinless and identical 
apart from charges ~,Q~.r~j ..... QH at positions !.•, ~····~1 ..... ~ with respect to the 
centre of mass 0 of N which is fixed at the origin by 
r, ~ r .... +- • • • • -+- c l +- • ••••• +- r:toJ :::. 0 - - - -
Let ~ (t, 1cw.('i,. ... <",.,) be the normalised internal wavefunction of N. Since the - - - -
particles are bosons, 'i> is syl)lmetric under all permutations of particle 
coordinates, with an S state for the ground state of N. Let~;{!;) be the 
normalised charge density of particle j, where ~1 is the position vector of j 
relative to a point P with coordinate! relative to the C. M .,o. · 
S e; ( ~)) J l ~i - ' 
The charge density at r due to~~ ctt ~i is 
The charge density at f due to all charges Q,,Ql.~--· Q)) .... ~Q,., is . 
N ~ 
P £!) :: p ( Rt, (.'1,•····,:~, ... ~,) = 't. o\ ([i) = ) Q; e; (R.i) - - - - . <1':1 , li• -






potential is instantaneous so that the interactions between the potential and 
particles Qj are simultaneouos and the individual charge densities ~ave a 
common time value and are hence additive. This would be true in·. the 
static limit (0 at rest) but not so in a general Lorentz frame of reference. 
The rest frame charge form factor of the composite only is considered here) 
e. 
The charge form factor Frf (~,~,!i;·o!i") due to a rigid distribution of particles 
where 
r o :. C\ T' (,, - - -
Since 'J is a fixed point, origin 0 may be translated to C. M. of each 
particle, since the integration over all space is independent of choice of 
origin i.e. 
Suppose N interacts with an external potential so that its initial state lL') 
changes to a final state 1-f>. The charge form factor of N)regarded 
. . E 
as an operator has matrix element L... :f-1 f rJ I i.') where 
. ) 
E. • - E- to! a ~ j '1,· '=.~ . 
( 5 t f rJ \ t.') -::. F f~ (~) ::: F-r Q; "d-i ( q..) s "Ef {!!, ~r·~) e. -y;~(~,f.!:,-~)~(t,._t'a.+-l'll) )( 
. - \ ~l~ 
where delta function is included to impose C. M. constraint .,, 
F~::: fQ~1t~E(~)~{C~) where F~i (\) = ~:f( ~~·!:.1'1 i.) 
~-:.1 
= f:~(4) ) independent of j, by Bose symmetry. 
e. "' -))"') f~;,C<~.)=. (~,Qi'l;c(ll, fs-~(q, 
the elastic charge form factor of the composite ( ~~;,.) is 
N E 
Fi~ 12CC\-) = r;cq.) = ( };. Q,; ~; C\)) F"' Cq,) (I) where F,., is 
-d 
the elastic one body form factor of composite (for simplicity the charges Q.i .art assume! 
to be unchanged in the transition i.~f. In the elastic case this is always true). 
This result is also valid for a bound composite system of particles with spin, 
provided their motion is non-relativistic,since in the static limit, the 
particle spins are separately conserved.. However, forrela tivistic motion 
of the bound statev the intrinsic spins cannot be decoupled from orbital . 
motions and the fourth componentl~oof the 4-vector current density is 
Lorentz contracted - jo~ J~= '6' lo where l\.::. ( 1- J3~J 11'L. and {!. ="I c.> 
where V is the velocity of the charged composite. Assuming the impulse 
approximation (additivity of quark 4 vector current operators in the Breit frame) 
and including spin of quarks and the effect of Lorentz contraction of quark 
spatial coordinates, Licht and Pagnamenta (B) have shown that the rest , 
frame expression (1) is modified (for the nucleon N= '3 ) to 
'[ 3 e. . ) fE..,(t-):::. d-- ~ <\>.i~~ (t-)]FN(-t/4.. 
J:l 0 
(1.) 
""'- = 1 - cl r... "'~ • 
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"1.. 
t:- =- 9. is the invariant 4- momentum transfer squared, m.;nucleon mass, 
E 
F,.., is rest frame strong interaction form factor of nucleon, 1t.i~electric 
form factor of quarkg If quarks are point like {proper charge densities 
are Delta functions) ( alternatively, by point like is meant quarks with 
no internal structure or at least with sizes very small compared with that 
of the proton) then 
') . equ (3) 
For quarks bound in a deep harmonic oscillator potential well with 
' Ji?" ... .... ") 
Gaussion 3-quark wavefunctions'if { (".,c-z.,c-,) ~ N -fl.-~ (r, H"' .... ~~ 
- - - t:/l.p ... 
·With constraint · r, +<"''1- -t- ~"1 ::::.. 0 1 .} hq_o f 111 l t) = ~ ... J .. 
- - -e · 1:-1 
1
)_1 t;((,p'1(1- 1::(4-mr~) 
from (2) ., F.., { t:) = (I - 4"" w ~ 
. "' Hr' \ bl..:;. co 
Since the SIAC data (S) .indicate F~ Ct)~...,l~i: quarks cannot be quite 
point like. Notice that (2) was derived on the assumption of spin i 
for quarks whereas the SU(6) 56 representation in which the nucleon appears 
requires the nucleon ground state spatial wavefunction to be antisymmetric in 
the quark coordinates if quarks are Fermionso The assumption of spatially 
symmetric nucleon wavefunctions is thus inconsistent with its group symmetry 
1 . f. . lth h . t . 1 (l O -l
2) 1 k F . · · (l3) c ass1 lCatlon, a oug 1 1s popu ar, · un ess quar s are para ertmons 
They are used for convenience and to avoid zeros in baryon form factors which 
'th . . tr' f t' (l4) occur w1 antlsymme 1c space wave unc 1ons.. 
Though - nodes in the strong,and therefore electrom'agnetic,form factors·can · 
(;.(l\1) "2. 
never be ruled out (none up to I \i = '2.5" ( c: so far), the above argument 
should be independent of assumptions about nucleon wavefunctions since 
. Fw ( -t[.l) H:~.., Frl ( 4 n1._tJ) :::. ~ c.onsbr.b ) whatever Fw ( ~). 
It should be noticed that the spurious essential singularity in the time-like 
.region at b::4m; arises whether spin is considered or not since in the case of 
composites of n spinless particles Licht and Pagnamenta obtain 
C L (1-t\)/1. Ui 
F..,W =(c .. r:lr..'f).l. Fto~{J.1assuming only the p meson couples each quark to the photon. 
e 
Although the expected asymptotic behaviour for F,., (t) is then obtained, this, 
contra L:icht and Pagnamenta, does not prove finite compositeness of the 
-l. 
proton as an infinitely composite model predicts the I tl variation naturally 
. E 
as an upper bound for F"' (~) if reasonable, simple assumptions about the 
proton charge density are made (shown later). The upper bound on the 
quark electric form factor 
~ ~ [ t) ~ lu-• 
ltf~co. 
required for the ltcht and Pagnamenta model, with spin included, to agree 
with the I 1:r'l. asymptotic variation of the nucleon vector current form factors 
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if quarks are bosons or para 
fermions (proton space wavefunction 
symmetric) 
if quarks are point fermions, like 
electrons w ~l:k \lu.tor W\UI>CI covr\in~ f:.o p bohns. 
if quarks are non-point-like fermions or 
para fermions. 
with 3, at present favoured experimentally. These conclusions are dependant on 
assuming the proton contains three sub particles. · Apart from the results of 
Shrauner et al~J) which exclude the possibility of 2, 4 or more finite numbers 
. -'1. 
of sub-particles present in the proton, the approximate It:;\ asymptotic 
variation of the proton magnetic form factor is further evidence in favour of 
the su (3) quark model as op~osed to other finitely composite models (lS) 
. E. . I E 
of hadrons. For exampleJor n-= I • f r (I:) -v ll:f . , for · " : 2, f" l 1:) 
l
_,,._ -~ . 
. ~ It- , for n ~4, r~ lt)"' lij. '1.. The extension of elastic high energy electron-
proton scattering experiments to higher energies and momenta transfers 
of the scattered electron is of prime importance to the problem of the 
compositeness of hadrons. If the fall off of the proton obs~rved/dipole form 
factor·ratio persists and tends to zero as the momentum transfer increases 
but the approximate dipole variation is maintained, this would favour the 
idea of three almost point-like entities comprising protons, complementing 
the deep inelastic ~-r e~periments which imply the existence of point-like 
structures within the proton and neu'llon. 
THE DROPLET MODEL:-
In this model, elementary particles are con~eived as droplets of some basic 
hadronic matter, conglomerd~S of infinitesimal particles which scatter each 
other infinitesimally and when colliding, pass through the other droplet w~th 
attenuation and then leave, lbe resulting attenuated droplet propagating 
through the·vacuum as the scattered particle, the probability amplitude for 
which depends on the opaqueness of both droplets for transmission of the 
other through itself. If the proton is conceived as a droplet of finely 
granulated charged matter, then the following matheinat.c'.cal assumptions 
about the distribution of charge within it lead naturally to the observed 
upper bound for the proton charge form factor i.e. · 
F ~ c ~"'") ~ ~ 
0,. ~.,0 
-4 . q, . 
(1) charge density distribution is spherically symmetric - as ground state of 
protonisanSstate;- pC~) = pCr). 
(2)charge density is continuous pcr+-v)- pCr- 6) :o.~s"~o,for o ~fr-l~co 
' 
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Fr:_ 
is oscillatory and varies too slowly. The ratio f(,.ro~e) diverges asymptotically. 
An exponential charge density with a Gaussian tail gives a form factor which 
asymptotically is dominated by the exponential region contribution 
F ~ ('\.) --v -f: .' S•noe. 
'!,~CD I' q, CL. 
which has the same faults. 
OTHER MODELS 
-a.. Fe. l) (17-·Jq.) The t asymptotic variation of r ,'\. has been obtained · in models 
where thEi! nucleon is viewed as a composite of two 'elementary' particles 
. -
bounq by exchange of a scalar particle. These cannot account for the 
-~ 
apparent faster fall off than cy though the behaviour is better than the 
.. -"- (19) 
variation ( \ o~\) q, found for truly elementary particles • The, upper 
bound on f~ ha~ bee.n shown to be model dependent for two-particle 
composites (ICJ) (2o) obeyin~ the Bethe-Salpeter equation so nothing can 
be concluded about the compositeness of the nucleon from these. considerations. 
- l t-\ ,,,._ 
F E ( l;) "V Q.. 
t' \ tl..,.., 
The variation 
(I. b) 
obtained as a lower bound on the form factor by Jaffe from local quantum 
field theory and conjectured by Wu and Y:ang (l) on the basis of the large 
angle proton-proton elastic scattering data does not fit the form factor 
SLAG curve very well (
21
) ~ the fit being much worse than the dipole fit ) 
which was still the best parametrisation until the work of Licht and Pagnamenta. 
Bootstrap models (2'3) which also give this ·variation, would appear to be 
ruled out as well. 
-'2. . 
In conclusion, the approximate smooth fall off as . ttl of the proton elec11ic 
form factor is characteristic of any composite model of the .nucleon whether 
finite or infinite in the number of constituents, although the as yet exclusive 




Future experiments should confirm or invalidate these 
(3) SUM RULES FOR FORM FACTORS:-
If spin is ignored, the electric charge fCll.m factor of a composite of N 
' Ill . 
particles is from equ. (1) Section A, F ~"' ( \) -== ( ~~ Qi ~i Cct.)) f ~ (") 
·For the nucleon, pion and kaon isospin multiplets, quark model gives 
F Ef ( \) ~ t ( 4 ."J, I -";h ... } f p( q,) 
F E:" ( .,_) :: '; ( ~ I - ~ 'J,.) f f\ ( ~) 
f ~IT~('\.\-=.. t t 'l 'd-ta -+~1) fn('l.)::. f~- (q,) 
F\.£1\.'l ~t('l-";11,...-~l) F~(q,)-:: f~-CI\,) 
F Ewo (q,) -=- f (-"Jt,.+- dt1) fwo ('\.) -:=. Fete'• ('\) 
where ~.,"11.)~~ are charge form factors of d') til, 1\ quarks. 
trot~~ ~ te 1>0 ~~~~ foSSt~\., So"'c.. ., .. les bc.>bwQen bo o..J b.: 1;0 , S.e.e. RQf.(LI) 
.... ~O~;fl~ (~\::0::: 0 J\U~~\:0\ICU" f:(~)'IS) 4.'f'lol p:: pc~L)I th~ VffeC" bounJ •,$: Ob~'fecl 
·, ~ 0• ~ <. h ..C:. I ) o t-k.uw~'-e. n "'> l w h~tre.. p ( ,..-."\ ....., (" 'l.n • 





Exact SU (3) symmetry gives F P :::: Fn = F rr '=-. f k -=- f ko 
and · ";}t , -=- ~"1-. = ~ 'l 
then f e" ( q, ") = f ~ .. ( '\,) ,:: f ~+ ( \) ; 
Broken S \) (3) symmetry gives F P =t: Flf" * F ~ 
then - = f~ f ~ Fr Fn F tt fw., F tr 
assuming charge independence for 1-.-f\ 1 ).- ~ quark interactions gives 
F'" -::. F~.. • The assumption is made that to first order in the S U (3) symmetry 
breaking quark antiquark interactions, only meson masses and interactions are 
modified, not meson bound state wavefunctions. This is suggested for the 
pion and kaon in particular since their Regge trajectories have the same 
~ 
slope so that if these are associated with (mass) eigenvalue solution of 
the Bethe..-Sal· peter equation with spin ignored (see pa~<!. 40) then, since 
the trajectory slope is 
where 1-L is the reduced mass of the quark, W-the oscillator frequency, the 
product t4-"' is the same for both me. sons. Now the oscillator wavefunction 
~ 
has, as parameter, tl-w . and so is approximately the same for both mesons, 
ignoring the small mass difference between the strange and no~·strange quarks. 
ftr - ftt 
~ . 
This result has also been obtained with the assumptions : ~ 
. (1.~) 
1. · same coupling of p meson to 1(, k in the p-meson-meson vertex. 
. (24) 
2. SU (3) symmetry for coupling constants. 
3. One pole approximation in dispersion relations for meson form factors~2s) 
4. Vector meson dominance in virtual photon-meson coupling. (2&) 
SECTION C:-
Mean square radii of electric charge and hadronic matter distributions are 
defined by ( .. .,_)e. \ J fe.\ 
' .::: (, . J q,... . , ': 0 
L t "')" ::. ' ' d FIt\ ~ ... 'j,'"-= 0 
where f~, f" are the ek::tric.and hadronic matter form factors respectively. 
E 
Denoting the mean square. charge radii of the quark by L r-'1..) q , Q : tP of' fl.., 
wehave,fromSectionB, Lr-"')! = -';L-r-"'); -{Lr"')~+(r")p (1) 
(. t-") ~ :: ~ Lt"'): +- t L r,'-): -t- l.J')-rr (.2) 
With assumption of point quarks but SV (3) symmetry breaking for {1, TC 
. . • E . · E. 
(f'"-), - {r'')'I'C ; <._r ... )p - L r"')-rr :f: 0 
with assumption of S \J (2) symmetry for quarks, point like or not, 
Lr'l.)! Lr ... )~ 
Lr"&.)~ /...r--a.)~ ::: Lr~),- Lr"')u; 
Since only the L.H.S. is experimentally measurable, model calculation of 
.R •. H.S. cannot distinguish l;>etween two independant assumptions.R.H.S. 
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has been calculated from S U (6) shell model wave functions {Zi) for P 1 n: l 
assuming harmonic oscillator forces, assignments[.~, t"=o•J and ( ~ s-, L' = o·] 
for the proton and pion respectively and the same spring constants for the 
simple harmonic motion, calculated from the p trajectory slope (see 
DYNAMICS Section B)') the latter being chosen because the "'3""~c:: rt S U (3) 
nonet is almost exactly 50 (3) symmetrico The results are 
Lr'~-)(J:: 0·040F•, L...r''>rr: O·o'2gf ... 
'lfue date of Hofstader et al~2 g) give J <... r ... ) ,.e = 0 · g IF., the results 
(2 ~) • J .... E '1 " of Akerlof et al. ~1ve.. (.. r'l,tt -=- 0·1i'oF. This gives L.".s. = O·OI'-f-, r:.H.~. :o-on.f 
with 25% agreement. Since so (2) is broken for the rionstrange quarks oJc.tuAIIy 
E E) ( < .-")_, ~ L r~>n the agreement is quite goodo 
NEUTRON ELECTRIC FORM FACTOR. 
From the general result for the charge form factor of N particle composite .,., 
f E.., ( cv) = L !, Q; ~; e (~)] F., C~~r) 
for a charged droplet, IV ;:ex> 1 ~{ ('\.) :.I 1 q3 = ~ where I( is total 
Ill 
charge. F ~ ( 'l.-) =- I i"' 'l: Q~ FtJ Q F tJ 
Ill"!>'"' j:.l 
F ~ ( '\.) -:::. o i r Q-: 0 The electric form factor of 
the neutron is thus identically zero if it is considered as an infinitely 
composite particle. In the quark model > F ~ [ \-J :; L.h ( "j, f'e.- 1-!) E, ( q,) ·-4: 0 
provided quarks are non-point like and their form factors are different. 
. E 
There is the following experimental information on fn • Data about F ~ (~) 
has been obtained in three ways. lo thermal neutron scattering off 
certain ~oble gas nuclei (30) (these eliminate Mott scattering as they have 
no magnetic moments) 
2. reflection off and transmission of 
• . , (~L) 
neutrons through b1 smuth and hqu1d oxygen. 
3. high energy electron-deuteron 
scatteringo 
E 
Ref (30) obtain a weighted average for t 
d Fn I . 
~ "' ... .::.0 o{:' O·OI
1B ± C·oool.a.F"; 
in reasonable agreement with the value obtained from mirror reflection 
experiments of O·o1.tO·ooll\ f ... , but disagreeing rather with the transmission 
experiment result of 0. 0225!. Oo 0007F'2... The electron-deuteron res~lts 
seem to be highly model dependant, varying with choice of hard core 
radius and percentage of ~D state assumed to be present in deuteron ground 
. ' . (31) . 
state. The results of Benaksas, Drickey and Frere Jacque and Dockey 
. and Hand (3l) indicate a· mean valve of zero for 3 ~ ; ~ t {: However; 
although consistent with f~("')=O, their results disagree with thermal 
6: lcH;t ~ neutron experiment slope values of Fn (\),giving <I\- '\.=o:: O·ooo2 t.O·oo''7F. 
Casper and Goss (33) have, however, shown that the discrepancy is due to 
using non-relativiatic deuteron wave-functions. When relativistic 
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corrections are made, not only is the calculated slope then completely in 
agreement with the reliable thermal neutron slope value but also the 
E. 
extracted valves of f n are increased with uncert9.inties small enough for the 
deviation from zero to be significant (approximately two or three standard 
deviations). Thus experiments indicate F! (q.)*Owhen relativistic 
corrections are made, although the actual values are still somewhat model 
...... ..... -'2. 
dependent. Typical values are 0. 01 - 0. 02 F for 0y' 'lF. This can 
be understood .in the quark model qualititively as approximate so (2} 
symmetry for the quark isospin doublet. We have 
( r"-)E =- · t [ (r'L); 
n 
- /... r'L)~ J (3} 
Using the therma,l neutron data (
3
l}, " t..r"-)~-:: O·IIS'~ F"' 
, / '- E 
<...,; r" ./ f' L.-··-)~ - o-1111 
from equ (2) above;-
1_ l_r"-); + ~ .-")~ 1 ( Lr'L)~ - Lr'")n J 
- 1·'&'3(.F .... 
L 'E '2.. d J -'L' ~ - 0. 4"' F '1. r:t 1 qJ -:::. 0· (, lo F an '- · / v~ - , 
giving charge radii 0. 82 f and 0. 70F for~ and at respectively. 




their values depend on the rather uncertain pion form factor which at present 
. 'bl . h . 'th d' 1 (3 ~) d. . f I (lq) Th 1s compat1 e w1t e1 er 1po e or p ommance orms. e 
former gives 
and the 'P and at charge radii are then Oo 63F and 0. 4 7.F respectivelyo 
The latter gives Lor'-}; :O·lJ~F ... and the charge radii are 0. SOP and 0. 27F 
respectively. The ambiguity of the pion form factor means firm conclusions 
as to quark electromagnetic radii cannot be made, other than that at 
least one is lli2! point·like, in view of the non-vanishing neutron electric 
form factor. 
In view of the surprising result of Chou and Yang (
7
) that the electric and 
matter form factor of the proton appear to be the same, it 1s interesting to 
.deduce the quark R.M.S. radius, assuming such equality. From 
section B. 
F ~ ( tV) ::: ~ [ ~ 'dt ,e. - "'.it ~] F, ( q,) 
are non point like with 4. L r.~')~ 
then /.. .. ~)~ 





2 L r'-): 
0·4 g F • 
i.e. quarks are poi n ~like. 
i.e. quarks 
These values are 
independant of assumptions about nucleon internal wavefunctions ~.ince>because 
of the zero charge of the neutron)the charge radius of the latter is determined 








form factor as well (see equ. 3 on previous page). 
Since the 'SU (6) shell model 3-quark wavefunction for the proton is Gaussian in 
the quark spatial coordinates, the corresponding matter form factor is also 
-~i" 
Gaussian: ff'(q_):. .Q.... \ If quarks were point like exactly, then the proton charge 
form factor would also be Gaussian in the momentum-transfer. But, if the 
proton matter form factor and quark electromagnetic form factor were identical, 
E F "1.. . "'\I!~ "" E 2. E ) ( Q '\. )- I then f P -::. P = cniP ~ .;11 4\. and by choosing . "'J. ,. ( q,"'" = I -t- -;:-'11 
the dipole form followso But then 
E ' I ......_ E. ...1.. / t 'l) E::p l. r'-)6' = <.... r"-/ ~ = '1- ~ 
J '- ,. ... ) ~ ::.. 0 • 5'7 f 
which value is incomp<Btable With the selfconsistent multiple -quark-scattering 
analysis of Shrauner et al (3~ in which too rapid decrease with momentum transfer 
of the proton-proton elastic differential cross section results if this assumption 
is made, Qnd <:\\so is inC.aWI{l<l.ti~le. \V·lt-~ a.,.vacl: sil-e.s nee.JeJ. b., so.tis~'l H.~ C~ou-'f••'S r~sul~. 
The explanation of the discrepancy between su (6) shell model from factors and 
. E . 
the observed dipole behaviour of F (' is that in high energy elastic electron-
proton scattering, the former 1 sees 1 a proton contracted in the direction of their 
relative motion so that the Coulomb scattering is more instantaneous and the 
proton more point-like .. the internal 3-quark structure becoming less important, 
as the matter distribution collapses into a Delta function-like singularity and so 
gives a more and more slowly varying hadronic form factor as the momentum transfer 
increases. It should be noted that Gaussian form factors also violate the lower 
· bound on form factors established by Jaffe from Q. E. T. (I G) Although the 
calculations above could be repeated using the relativistic form factors .. this 
will not be done as they depend, for small momentum transfers, on details of 
the particle wave function behaviour at large. distances, which is unknown, other 
than becoming zero at infinity. 
CONCLUSION:-
Present high energy scattering data cannot be used to decide between the quark 
and infinitely composite models of ·hadrons although experimental information 
l . 
prefers the picture of the proton (and antiproton) as made up of three constituents 
as opposed to any other finite number of particles. Electromagnetic form factor 
data can be explained successfully in terms of the quark model,although the 
large momentum transfer variation of the proton magnetic form factor is not 
inconsistent with a naive droplet model if the electric and magnetic charge 
distributions in the proton are identical (the scaling law is true at all values 
of the momentum transfer). Recent experiments may rule this outo The neutron 
electric charge form factor is incompatible with a droplet model. Thus, 
experimental information on form factors supports the quark model but not the 
droplet model. 
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